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PREFACE 

This is the final· report on the flow diversion research sponsored by 

the Office of Naval Research at the 6t. Anthony Falls Hydraulictaboratory of 

the University of Minnesota. The work was performed under contract N8onr-66204, 

Research and nevelopment Board No. NR-062-o81. 

The flow diversion research was originally undertaken about seven 

years ago when it became evident that the design criteria for guide vane bends 

and other flow diversion structures were poorly formulated in the literature. 

It appeared that a comprehensive study of the basic mechanics of flow diversion 

was needed. This study was undertaken and carried on for about four years 

prior to sponsorship by ONR. The work included a study of the literature, a 

study of ordinary radius bends, and general experimental studies of flow in 

guide vane bends. This earlier work led to the general conclusion that flow 
diversion problems' could be handled by studying a basic or primary, nearly 

potential flow (frequently two-dimensional) with superimposed secondary flow. 

Since potential and two-dimensional flows through blade rows and in other 

types of bends had received much attention, the immediate need on completion I • 

of the earlier work was for a detailed study bf secondary flows. 

The research sponsored by ONR has dealt mainly with sectondary flows 

of incompressible fluid in guide vane bends. The work also involved determi

nation of a method of correlating the two-dimensional guide vane data used 
as the primary flow. Tb;is research is described fully in the technical report 

which follows and is sunnnar:i,zed on p. -v Ii The papers·· stimulated by . the ONR 

researoh, together wi t1:l the earlier pape~s, are listed together for ready 

reference at the end of this Pl"efac.e (p.iv). 

The conclusions of the present report are applioable, at' least 

qualitatively, to all type:s of flow diversion problems--turbomachine blading, 
ordinary bends, intake scoops, manifolds, and a number of other boundary shapes. 

Some or all of these problems are being worked on now by other investigators, 

and it is believed the present report will prove uSe.fulto theiti-lo' 

The present work was supervised. and the report written bY Edward 
'Silberman" Many" members of the Laboratory staff assisted inpreparirigthe 
experimental apparatus, colleoting and reducing data, preparing the manuscript 
and figures,' checldng the work:, .. and publishing ille report; and thanks are due 
to all of them. Major assistance was rendered byE. Roy Tinney in assemhli.ng 

thei ,data and reading the final manuscript. 

The flow diversion program hasbesn under the general direction of 
~r. ~orenz G. Straub, ~irector of the Laborator,y. 
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A B S T RAe T 

Incompressible flow in a guide vane bend may be considered as 

composed of a primary two-dimensional, nearly potential flow upon which is 

superimposed a secondary flow. The two-dimensional flo'w' lies in the piane of 

the bend and is determined by the flow boundaries alone. If the flow entering 

a bend were ever,rwhere irrotational, the two-dimensional flow pattern would 

be the three-dimensional pattern (nearlY)' Because the real flow entering a 

bend has a nonuniform velocity profile in planes normal to the plane of the 

bend, the streamlines in the nonuniform region are determined not alone by 

the flow boundaries but also by the entrance profile or vortfcity. 

To study the real flow in a guide vane bend, it is necessary to begin 

'With the two-dimensional ,flow. Two-dimensional flows in cascades have been 

studied thoroughly by others, but no suitable means of correlating the data, . 

both theoretical and experimental, was available, A method of correlation is 

presented in the report; correlation is accompiished by use of Figs. 5 and 5a. 

Ifhe main purpose of this research was the study of the influence of 

secondary flows on the basic two-dimensional flow. It is shown in the report 

from experimental data that the secondary fiows have a negligible influence 

on the average deflection of the flow by the guide vanes, . but they have a 

major influence on the energy ioss. The two-dimensional loss coefficient is 

increased 100 per cent and more by the secondary flows. The loss attributable 

to secondary flows may be divided into two parts. The smaller of the two parts 

occurs at the vanes and the larger part occurs in a region downstream of the 

vanes extending over three or four duct hydraulic diameters. This larger part 

of the ioss is attributed mainly to increased wall shear downstream of the 

vanes. The increased wall shear occurs because the secQridary flow' brings" 

high-energy, high-velocity fiuid to the duct wall from the interior: 

The loss attributable to secondary flows depends on the intensity 

o,f the secondary current. This in turn depends on such factors as the lift 

coefficient of the vanes in two-dimensional flow divided by the spacing-chord 

ratio (which tak$:S into account both deflection angle and expansion or con

traction of the two-dimensional flow), the shape of the two-dimensional passage 

between the vanes, and the entrance velocity profile. There may be others, 

but the program was discontinued before even the known factors could be in

vestigated thoroughly. 
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The 'experimental work indicated. that with plate vanes, the loss 

attributable to secondary flows decreased with decreasing ntunber of vanes in 

the bend but that with thick vanes having constant gap width between tbe vanes, 

there was 1i ttle variation in10ss with variation in number of vanes. 'This 

fact can be' applied practfcaliyto obtain guide vane bends of plate vanes 

having only slightly greater loss than bends of thick vanes. Such guide va~e 

systems are C onstrllcted by choosing cascades having a smail tw-o-dimensiona1 

loss coefficient and by manufaoturing the vanes with large chord le!ll$tho The 

chord length is limite~:t' only by the requirement of havIng a certain mipimum 

number of vaneS 'in the bend. This minimum is determined either by the need 

for preventing exoessive loss in the spaces between the lateral walis and 

adjacent vanes, or by struc'tUral'fimltaifons:' In the experImenta+ work, a 

minimum of five or six vanes was required by the former condition. 
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FLOWS IN GUIDE VANE ----- ----
WITH SOME NOTES ---- -----

ON THE PRIMARY ! ! Q - ~ .! M·~ !! ~ .! Q !! ! ~ FL' 0 W 

..... 

I" INTRODUCTION 

The designer of guide vane bends such as those occurring in water 

and wind tunnels often feels that there is a wide gap between performance of 

the guide vanes installed in a bend and the ~dealized two-dimensional guide 

vane systems which have so frequently been studied in the literature. He also 

wonders whether there is a scale effect in adapting the guide vanes of one 

bend to another, such as in going from model to prototype. Similar questions 

arise in connection with the design of blade systems in turbomachinery. The 

cause of this doubt is the existence of a disturbed-flow region near the span 

ends of the vanes as well as the existence of duct walls parallel to the vanes. 

The questions raised are examined in this report by considering 

the flow through a guide vane system composed of a basic or primary two

dimensional flow With superimposed secondary flow. The main purpose of the 

study is the investigation of the influence of the secondary flow on the basic 

two-dimensional flow. As will be sho'Wll, the secondary flow is responsible 

for an important part of the energy loss in. the bend but has little influence 

on the deflection of the flow. Squire and Winter [:tJ ,* among others, have 

studied the flow in blading systems in a similar manner; their paperahows the 

relation of the secondary flow to the primary two-dimensional flow but does 

not describe the complete role of the secondary flow. 

It should be noted that this paper is not in.tended to give deC'lign 

data for guide vane Systems, although the specific systems used herein should 

prove satisfactory for many applications. Rather, the paper examines the 

basic mechanics of' flow in such systems with a view toward a better under

standing of the problems involved. Sources of design information may be found 

in a bibliographical report of this Laboratory' [2J, and some further informa

tion'regarding guide vane systems for 900 miter bends is given in another 

report of the Laboratory I)J. The research leading to the two references just 

mentioned, together with a study of flow in radius bends [4J,' provided back ... 

ground for the present work. 

*Numb~rs in br~~ket's 'refer to the Bibliography on p. 380 
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Physically, most guide vane structures are either two-dimensional 

or possess axial symmetry. Only two-dimensional guide vane structures are 

considered specifically herein. Figure 1 is a sketch showing a typicai guide 

vane installation in use at the St. Anthony Falls Hydraulic Laboratory and is 

representative of the type of structure with which this report is concerned. 

The behavior of a set of guide vanes depends to a certain extent on 

the velocity profile of the flow approaching the vanes. In !hany applications, 

the flow approaching the vanes is uniform, or nearly so, except in a region 

close to the boundaries. This is the case in the bend preceding the contraction 

of a water tunnel, for example, and is even roughly true in fully developed 

turbulent flow in a pipe 0 The present study is based on the somewhat idealized 

case of a uniform, incompressible flow With boundary layers in the duct ap

proaching the bendo Figure 2a shows the total head distribution which is 

representative of the entrance conditions in the present experimental work. 

Figure 2b, also taken from the presentwork J shows the results of 

a total head survey made closely downstream of' a guide vane bend having the 

entrance distribution shown in Figo 213.0 (Figure 2d is a sketch of the bend 

and shows where the total head surveys were takeno) It is seen that the flow· 

distribution closely d01.VI1stream of the vanes is still nearly two-dimensional 

over a large central part of the duct bu.t that there is an enlarged disturbed 

region near the vane ends~ Not only is the flow distributiqnnearly two

dimensional over a large part of the duct, bu.t it is also nearly potential; 

in the·two-dimensional region, head ioss occurs only in the vane wakes 0 Fig

ure 3 shows head loss data plotted in the (two-dimensional) plane of the bend 

and serves to illustrate further the nearly potential nature of the flow in 

the vicinity of the guide vanes. Figure 2c shows the total head· distribution 

still farther downstream. The distribution resembles that which existed up

stream of the vanes. 

Because of the experimental results typified by Figs. 2 and 3, it 

is convenient to divide the study of flow in guide vane bends into two distinct 

partsg (1) a purely two-dimensional, potential stu.dy with boundary layer 

effects in the plane of the bend (and all parallel planes)9 and (2) a three

dimensional study in a limited region near the vane ends, with the secondary 

currents produced in this region considered as superimposed on the two

dimensional flowo The two-dimensional results may be looked upon as a first 
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approximation to the performance of an actual guide vane system installed in 

a bend. As already stated, the main purpose of the present study is the 

determination of the adequacy of this first approximation. 

The nomenclature used in this report is defined in Appendix A; it 

is chosen to agree generally with that previously used at this Laboratory and 

established in reference [3J and does not always agree with that used by 

others. The two-dimensional vane system is called a cascade in this report. 

Nomenclature in the two-dimensional region is further defined in Fig. 4. 

II. TWO-DIMENSIONAL FLaw 

In this section, the basic two-dimensional flow will be reviewed 

briefly and a method for correlating two-dimensional data will be developed. 

The secondary flow will be discussed in succeeding sections. 

The two-dimensional flow may be determined by mathematical methods, 

either exact or approximate. A number of these methods have been reviewed by 

Tyler C?J. Elec;tric or mechanical analogy may also be used to determine the 

theoretical flow. Generally, theoretical methods are not entirely adequate 

because they fail to account for the nonpotential or boundary layer part of 

the two-dimensional flow. Recently, however, Schlicting and Scholz [6J intro

duced boundary layer theory in connection with one of the theoretical methods. 

Experi~ntal methods of determining the two-dimensional flow ar·e widely used, 

and a number of papers dealing with these dete~minations have been published 

by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics and the BfitishAeronautical 

Research Council. An experimental determination of two-dimensional cascade 

flow is described in reference DJ and later in this report. 

The primary purpose of a cascade is the turning of the flow through 

an angle D.., the deflection angle, while providing a specified ratio between 

the exit and entrance velocities V 2/V 1 (see Fig •. 4) . (In many applic ations . 

V 2/V 1 := 1, but it is not limited to this value.) The turning and acceleration 

or deceleration are produced by changing the momentum of the flow as it passes 

through the cascade. The change in momentum is caused by the re~ct:i.on (ii-rt 

and drag) ofihe vanes of the cascade; in the absence of drag,the reaction 

force must act normal to the vector mean velocity through the bend. (Alter

natively, the. velocity vector VI is converted to the vector V2 by the 

circulation r about each vane--this concept is used in Appendix C.) 
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As an initial step,the relation between the velocity vectors (VI 

and ;~he reacti0l1 of the vanes is established" Thi'sstep is faeili-

tated by expressing the magnitude of the reaction in coefficient form; that 

is, 

where R 

OR 
0 

P 

VI 

Pv 2 
1 R = C o-

R 2 

is the reaction per unit length of vane, 

is the coefficient of re~otiqn, 

is the vane chord, 

is the fluid density, and 

is the entrance velocity. 

(1) 

(The velocity V 2 or the vector mean between V1 and V 2 could have been 

used in place of V 10 The proper choice of reference velocity facilitates 

the analysis of plotted experimental data. See, for examp1e,Zweife1 [7J where 

this matter is discussed.) It is customary to divide the reaction into lift 

ard drag components with the definitions 

whereL 

. PV 2 
" 1 

t = C c-L 2 

Pv 2 
D = 0 c 1 D -2- (3) 

\ 

is the lift per unit length of vane normal to the vector mean be-
twee,n 'V1 and V 2 ' 

is the lift coeffiCient, 

is the drag per unit length of vane normal tot, and 

is the drag coefficient. 

The relationships between V2/V{'~' 0t' and Cn are discussed in 

~e:rerence D], as well as in several other papers, and are established in 

Appendix B. The following formulas apply: 

sin/3l 
= --=-~= 

sinf3 2 
(4) 



(6) 

c·· v. C 
L = 2 2 s~n6 _ 1) tan r 

s7c Vi cos r s7c 

where r is the angle (measured positive in the clockwise sense) between the 

oasoade axis and the lift direction. The coefficient of drag is related to 

the pressure drop or head loss coefficient , qy 

(8) 

Where 

(10) 

and pI is the pressure loss in the bend. 

Equa tiona (4) thro'llsh (7) are repres en ted in Fig. $ with t· 0, 

The reqt1.~.red 11ft ooeffioient im ei th(n~ inorl'u.'I.nd or deorea!!!ed Qythe drag of 

the V!UUtl!l, depending on 'bhe ratio V 2/V 1 J 'but for guide vane!!! w;t tb V 2/V 1 • 1, 
the required lift ooei'fioient1s not affeoted. To produoe a given defleotion 
'With given velodty ratio, it is eUI!u'ltial to provide a oaaoad,e with the 

oorrtllot value oi' O,!/(!!!/O) elf thim parameter in too 1~u'8e, the flow will 'be 
overturned and/or the velooity ratio will be too large and vioe veraaB For 

a guide vane bend in a duot where the duct wallm determine both the defleotion 

and velooi tyratio8, thl!! duot will Mt m,Ore or leu 1ikl!! a radiu!!! el'bow depend

ing on how oJ,olgely the oasoadJ' 0L/(e/Q) matohes the required Ct/(s/o). 

In an aotual guide vane installation, different oasoade arrange
ments ..... that is, variations in profile shape, stagger angle e I spao:1.ng-ohord 

ratio s/o, and entranoe angle' f3 1--prod.uoe different values for the parameter 
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C:r;/Cs/o) as well as for the drag coefficient. It is shown in Appendix C that 

the action of a cascade with given characteristics (fixed si~, B~ and profile 

shape) will be represented approximately on Fig. S by the straight line 

(11) 

where A and B are constants given by 

2 K sin f3 
A = 1+ 0 

2s/0 - K sin{3o 

2 K cos f3 
B = 0 

2S/c - K sin 13 0 
(12) 

and where K is a proportionality factor dependent on sic, e, and vane 

shape, and IJ is the entrance angle for which ~= 0 CD = D. = D) and is Po 1-'1 fJ2 Po 

. given by 

{3'=B-a o 0 
(13) 

where a 0 is the angle of attack for zero lift of the profile measured from 

the velocity vector. The straight lines of Eq. (11) are an integral. part of 

Fig. 5. Equation (11) is valid as an approximation only as long as stalling 

does not occur. 

Typical representationsofEq. (11) are shovvn in Fig. 5a, which is 

an overlay to Fig. 5. Each line given by Eq. (11), when plotted o:q Fig. 5, may 

be called a cascade line. There are an infinite number of such lines-through 

each point of Fig. 5, and each line may represent more than one combination 

of 8/e, 8, and vane shape. (The cascade lines drawn on Fig. Sa have been 

chosen to represent experimental data obtained from two sources--Davis [8J, 

and Harris arid Fairthorne [9J ~:Davi-s expressed surprise that his data caused 

all cascade lines -with identical stagger to intersect in a point; this is ex

plained, o{course, byEq. (13). Harris and Fairthorne determined the angle 

of attack for zero" lift for their profile acting as a single airfoil; this 

was found to be -11. 5°, and the cascade lines have been drawn in Fig. Sa to 

intersect the f3 0 axis at (3 0 = B'''' 11. 5. ) 

. OVer the unstalled length of a cascade line, Cn wi11 vary .from a 

maximum at each stalled end of the line to a minimum near its center. (This 

was indicated by Davis· for his data -and is apparent in the data of Barris· 

and Fairthorne.) In selecting a cascade for a fixed bend,it is desirabie to 
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choose the cascade so thatt ~ot necessarily Cn-see Eq. (8~ will be a 

minimum. In a variable bend, such as might occur in a turbomachine, it is 

essential to select a cascade which will give an unstalled cascade line long 

enough to cover the anticipated range of operation, minimum loss being a sec

ondary although ilhportant consideration. For flow straighteners, a horizontal 

cascade line in the diagram (f32 I: constant) is required, and again a fairly 

long unstalled length is desirable. 

Given sufficient cascade lines to cover the entire diagram of Fig. 5, 

together with the variation of drag coefficient along those lines, it would 

be possible to select efficient cascades for any operating condition. Data 

to cover Fig. 5 are still very fragmentary, however. As already indicated, 

there have been a great many solutions, both theoretical and experimental, for 

two-dimensional cascades, but most of these have been confined to one point 

on the diagram of Fig. 5. Work has been devoted to finding the best casca~e 

for some given condition of deflection and velocity.ratio, and no effort has 

been made to find the range of conditions for which the cascades investigated 

would be sui table. The present experimentai work falls in the forme"r cate

gory. Useful experimental data from two sources have already been cited, and 

perhaps mention should also be made of a mathematical solution by Resnick and 

Green Q.-q) wherein the parameters in a simplified form of Eq. (11) were deter

mined and were found to agree reasonably well with experimental data. It 

would be useful if two"dimensional cascade data obtained in the future were 

correlated on the basis of Fig. 5 and Eq. (11). 

A question arises as to the effects of changes in Reynolds number, 

surface roughness, and scale of turbulence on the curves in Fig. 5a. It seems 

reasonable to believe that these parameters should have a primary effect in 

determining the unstalled length of the cascade line and the drag, but that 

within the unstalled region of each line there should be no effect on the 

deflection or velocity ratio. 
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III .. EXPERIMENTAL TWO-nnIENSIONAL AND THREE-nlMENSIONAL 
BEAn LOSS MEASUREMENTS IN A 900 BEND 

/I... Scope of the Experimental Work 

The main purpose of the present study" as already indicated, was 

the determination of the influence of secondar,y currents on the primary two~ 

dimensional flow through guide vane oascades. 'For this reason, no extensive 

experimental program was undertaken to fill in the diagram in Fig. Sa. Rather, 

the experimental work was confined to one point of thed.:iagram in order to 

keep the number of factors influencing the flow to a minimum. This point is 

V 2/Vl ~ 1.0'.1~ = 900 (the 90° miter bend) • Several cascades satisfying this 

condition have.been investigated experimentally, both in the two-dimensional 

region and in the region affected by secondar,y currents. The present section 

describes thiS experimental work in detaiL 

The experimental program is a continuation of the work reported in 

reference I)]., ,Some of the material and diagrams from reference DJ are re

peated here for completeness. In particular, the cascades which satisfied 
, 0 

the cO~dition V2/Vl = 1.0,'~ = 90 have been taken from that reference. 

It might be noted that ,the cascade iine for one of the Harris and 

Fairthorne cascades plotted in Fig. 5a passes through the point V 2/V1 = 1.0, 

~= 900 • This cascade has such small camber, however, that it would stall 

before reaching such a large value of~. The cascades of the present program' 

had larger camber so that they were able to operate efficiently at the required 

conditions. 

B", Experimental Equipment 

bniy three of the vane shapes studied in reference Ij] were-adopted 

for the present program. Two of these wereplate vanes (O.050..,.in~ sheet brass) 

of theNACA four-digit series with the first Udigitll 'consisting of two num':' 

bers, and the third was a thick vane (extruded'alumiilUm) made up of circular 

arc sections.. Profiles of the vanes are shown in Fig. 6. The plate vanes 

were designated' (0)400 and (21)300, and the thick vanes Type I.. The Type ,I 

vanes were shaped to provide gaps of uniform width between the surfaces of 

two adjacent vanes" The Type I vanes were available in one chord len&th oniy, 

while the (21)JOd were available in two chord lengths and the (30)400 in three 

chord lengths. The vane surfaces were given TIl? special finish. The trunnions 
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of the vanes were located so that the leading edges of the vanes would be 

approximately 1/3 chord length upstream of the miter line when the vanes were 

installed in the test bends. The (21)300 vanes of 2.83-in. chord length were 

provided with an alternate set of trunnions which could be used to place the 

vanes approximately 1/10 chord length further downstream. Not shown in Fig. 6 

are pressure taps provided in the walls of several of the thick vanes. 

The present data were taken in a small, non-recirculating wind 

tunnel, one form of which is shown in Fig. 7. The duct cross section was 

6 by 9 in.; either dimension could be oriented in the plane of' the bend. The 

tunnel was made up of duct sections of various lengths which could be assembled 

to obtain a range of tunnel lengths both before and after the test section. 

The arrangement shown in Fig. 7 is the one usually used, and its dimensions 

are given in Fig. 8. The duct sections were made of 16-gage galvanized steel 

and were stiffened at intervals with steel frames. At intervals the duct 

walls were perforated with piezometer taps and with holes for inserting pi tot 

cylinders. These measuring sections permitted total head and flow direction 

surveys to be made across the duct. They are designated for future reference 

by the letters E-E, J-J,L-1, M-M, etc., as shown in Fig. 8. 

Test sections were interchangeable. Three were actually provided. 

Two of these were 900 bends, one 9 in. high and the other 6 in. high. The bend 

walls parallel to the vanes were made of 0.050-in. sheet brass bent on circular 

arcs. The walls perpendicular to the vanes were of 1/2-in.Luci te plate and were 

interchangeable between the two 900 bends. The brass walls were fitted with 

piezometer taps and in the 6-in. high bend with holes for inserting a pitot 

cylinder at various short distances and heights behind the vanes. TheLucite 

walls were provided with trunnion holes for the vanes,piezometer holes, and 

slots at various distances downstream from the trunnion holes for traversing a 

pi tot cylinder behind the vanes 0 The 900 test bends are sketched in Fig. 9, and 

Fig 0 10 is a close-up photograph of the 9-in. high bend in place in the tunnel. 

The trunnion holes in the Lucite plates were relocated from time to 

'time &liS: the vane spacing of the individual experiments required. The vanes 

were located in the bends by their trunnions, whose positions are indicated 

in Fig. 6, and by setting the stagger angle of each vane individually from a 

protractor laid on the top J:.ucite plate. It was later discovered that some 

of the data were influenced by what appeare,d to be a slight angular misalign

ment among the vanes of the cascadeq 
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The third test section· was a straight section of the same length 

as the center-line length of the bend sect:lons .It was constructed of· the 

same ·materials as the 900 bends and was provided· with piezometer taps and 

traversing slots at corresponding posi tions~The straight test section is 

sketched in Fig. Ii. Test sections of any deflection other than 90° may be 

added to the apparatus in the future 0 

A suction type tunnel was chosen to permit study of the secondary

ourrent effects downstream of the vanes while keeping turbulence and entrance 

problems t!o::a ,minimttni.on an earlier pa.rt of the program~ a pressure tyPe; non

recirculating, oombined water and air tunnel was used for experimental work. 

This apparatus has been described in reference [3}.".,n was of 6- by 6-1.n. 

cross section and had many of the features of the' present tunnel, except that 

the bend and duct walls between the contraction and diffuser were entirely 

of Lucite. 

Pitot cylinders were' used for obtaining total head and direction 

measurements 0 A l/S-in.. cantilevered cylinder was used in the traversing 

slots and a 1/4-in .. fang cylinder elsewhere" The i/8~in. cylinder and its 

traversing carriage are shown in Fig" 12; the same cylinder with traversing 

head removed is. shown in place of the 900 bend in Fig" 10. Thei/4-in. cyl~ 
inder and other instruments used are described in reference [3J~.. Where it 
was not convenient to insert pitot CYlinders, flow direction was estimated by 

holding short threads in the flow • These were carried to the desired point 

through small hypodermic needles inserted through piezometer taps or, in some 

instances ,were cemented to the vane or wall surfaces .Surf'ace coatings were 

also used to obtain flow directions at the boundaries y particularly in the 

earlier work; these· are described in reference DJ" The piezometer taps al

ready mentioned were used for determining static head on the walls. Internal 

static head was tlbtained using a static tube oriented in the flow direction .. 

Man'ometer lines from the pitot cylinders and static orifices were 

led to one side of the inclined manometer, which is iden~ified in Fig. 7. . The 

other side of the manometer wa's connected to four manifolded piezometer taps, 

one located on the center line of each duct wall just downstream of thebeli

mouthed. entrance. Thus, all heads were measured relative to the head' at this 

reference section" Alcohol and water were used in the manometer &t different 

times .. Experimental readings on the manometer were reproducea1;:>le within 
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0 9 01 to 0002 in. of water in a dynamic head of about 3.00 in. of water~ except 

in the vane wakes. The four manifolded taps were also connected to another 

manometer which was open to the atmosphere. '!his manometer was calibrated and 

was used for establishing the flow rate in the tunnel. Lines for the pi tot 

cylinders were also led to a V-shaped manometer which was used in balancing 

heads to obtain flow direction. The \IV" manometer is also identified in Fig. 7. 
Directions could 'be determined and reproduced within 1 0 except in fluctuating 

regions of the flow. 

c. Experimental Data 

Experimental measurements consisted of surveys for total head and 

flow direction in various cross sections behind the vanes, and at the corres'" 

ponding cross sections with the straight test section in place 0 Static head 

surveys on the tunnel walls were also made for each experimental run, and 

internal static head surveys were made fo[' one run of the present experiments 

and for several of the earlier experiments. On the remaining runs, internal 

static head variations were ignored and the wall static head was used 1iJix:oughout 

the cross section. Figure 13 shows a static head survey at 0.5 chord behind 

the vanes and indicates a maximum variation of 2 per cent of the dynamic head. 

Further downstream the variation was lesso 

Complete surveys for total head and flow direction wer.e made at 

station M-M for most cascades,. and at some of the other measuring stations and 

at the slots 0.5 chord length behind the vanes for some of the cascades. Many 

of the surveys at the measuring stations were obtained in the 6- by 6-in. duct, 

the remainder and those taken from the slots were obtained in the 6":' by 9-ino 

tunnel 'With either 6=ino or 9-in. high test section. Partial surveys at the 

slot 005 chord length behind the vanes were made for most of the cascades. 

These covered half the span and one or two of the central vane spaces in the 

6- by 9-ino tunnel using both 6-in. and 9-in. high bendso Surveys were also 

made for all the cascades in the two-dimensional region of the 9-in. high 

tu,nnel}! principally at 005 chord length behind the vanes" but also at 000,. 

0.1';' 1.0, and 200 chord lengths behind the vanes 0 Since the surveys' were 

symmetrical about the central plane of the bend}! many of the. data in the 

present experiments (other than two-dimensional) were taken.,on one side or 

the other of the central plane of the bend. 
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All of the data were obtained at the· singie Reynolds number based 

on vane chord Rec = 1.5 x 105; the maximum approach velocity VI was used 

as reference velocity. It had been determined earlier in· the 6':" by 6-in. 

tunnei that the performance of a cascade was the same in air and' water if the 

Reynolds number based on chord length was constant, and that only the head 

loss varied (and that slightly) when the Reynolds number was varied over a 

range from about 0.5 to 4.0.x 105 [3]. The duct Reynolds number Red varied, 

of course, as vanes with different chord. lengths were used~ The duct Reynolds 

number was based on the hydraulic diameter of the test section (702 inches in 

the 6- by 9-in. section) and the average approach velocity. It ranged from 

about 200 1:.05.5 x 105, and VI (in air) ranged from about 50 to 140 fps. 

Local velocities, of course, exceeded 140 fps, but no compressibility effects 

were anticipated" 

Typical results of total head and flow direction surveys are shown 

in Figs. 2, 3, and 14 to2h, inclusive. ·In the figures; thetatal heads have 

been made dimensionless, for plottingpurposes· onlY9 by dividing by the static 

head measured at the reference manifold9 this was appro:ximately equal .to i;,he 

dYnamic head of the mean flow and eiiminated variations· due to minor changes 

in tunnei speed. Flow directions were measured in the plane of the bend at 

all points where total head was read.· These points are indicated on Figs. 15 
to 23, inclusive, ~J secondary-flow arrows or by dots where the flow was par

allel to the downstream tangent. In the planes normal to the plane of the 

bend, directions were obtained fox: only some of the runs as indicated on the 

figures. In preparing these figures, all data were plotted in the upper half 

of the duct only; where data were available from both upper and lower halves, 

average values were plotted, 

Fig1.lre 2a was obtained with the stralghtt.est section in place, 
using the tunnel arrange·ment otherwise shown in Fig. 7, it corresponds to a 

section closely behind the vanes in the bend. Figures 1480 and l4b were ob

tained with the same . tunnel arrangement at sections cor·respon.ding to the miter 

line .~nd to station M-M, respectively. Although Red is different for each 

of these three total head diagrams, the Reynolds number effect is small enough 

that the diagrams may be compared" The· tunnel arrangement of Fig. 7 was used 

to obtain most of the data, and Fig" 1480 may be considered as typica,l of the 

entrance conditions at the vanes in this tunnelo Fi~ures 2b, 2c, 3, and 15 
to 21, inclusive, represent data obtained ,using this tunnel arrangement. Per
tinent information is given on the figures~ 

\ . 
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Some data were also obtained with a 7-3/4 ft. added length of duct 
between the bell-mouthed entrance and test section of the 6- by 9-in. duct. 

Figure 22a shows the total head distribution in the straight· duct, and Fig. 22b 
shows a partial survey behind the vanes for that tunnel arrangement. Another 

entrance condition was established by installing a splitter plate whose leading 
edge was just upstream of the vane leading edges in the tunnel arrangement of 
Fig. 7. The arrangement of the plate and the resulting survey just behind the 
plate are shown for the straight duct in Fig. 23a and for the bend in Fig. 23b. 

The total head distribution in the 6- by 6-in. tunnei at 15 in. up

stream of the miter, line is shown in Fig. 24a and at station M-M with one of the 

cascades in place in Fig. 24b. The reference station is located differently in 
this tunnel than in the 6- by 9-in. tunnel, consequently the total heads read 

on the differential manometer have a different zero. For plotting purposes, 

however, these data have been reduced to the same zero as the previous data. 

Figures 25 and 26 are typical of the flow direction data obtained 

visually and photographically. Except for Fig. 25b, these photographs were 

obtained in the 6- by 6-in. tunnel. 

With the object of obtaining energy loss per ·unit volume or head 

loss per unit weight, the total head data obtained from each surve,y were re
duced to an average total head by the formula 

where 

(14) 

is the average total head, 

is the total head at each point, 

is the static head at the point where ht is taken and is obtained 
by interpolation from static head measured at the wall, 

cos a is the cosine of the angle formed between the local velOcity vector 
and the downstream duct direction, and 

dA is the increment of area to' which. . ht appi1es and is determined 
by the spacing of the ht . readings .. 

It should be<:noted that the measured total head in t.he plane of the bend does 

not always yield the correct value for ht . Where the flow makes an appreciabfe 

angie with the plane of the b.elid, ht - hs is the measured difference in 

head, divided by the cOl3ine squared of that angle [r,iJ, and ht .is".the latter 

value plus h • s 
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It was a difficult ma tterto determ:l.ne h accurately on the walls s 
closely behind the vanes because of the varying proximity of the vanes to the 

piezometer taps. However 9 at the measuring points in a cross section where 

the dynamic head was large~ errors in hs had a negligible influence on lito 

At the few measuring points where the dYnamic head. was small and of the same 

order as theierIlo;r: in hs ., the error in ht was large, but the 1l.e:llati-veJ!.y 

inaccurate small values of h t contributed very Ii ttle toEt. It is believed 

. that the values of ht' are corree~With:in 2 percent. or less of the average 

dynamic heado 

The head" loss a~tributabre to the guide varies was taken astne dit

ference :in average total heads at corresponding distances' fromtlie entrance 

i.n the straight duct and in the duct contain:l.ng the bendo A head 16ss coef

fid.,ent t was then de i'inedby Eqs • (9) and (10) in the fom 

. (t>): 

'Where ht ' is the average total head in the straight ductll 

it is the average total head @efined inEqo (14)] behind the vanes, 
and 

is the approach velocity in the two-dimensional region, as be
:fore. 

·The head loss coefficient was computed for. several different C0Xl!:n(ijJ:tii()l[s .• 

The!fe are 

.~ 2==based on surveys in the two""dimensional region only".. The co
efficient '2 was determined from ·measurements in the 6- by 
9-in" tunnel using the 9-ino height. 

~ .. -=based on surveys covering the vane. span and one or two vane 
3 spaces at 005 chord length behind the. vanes. The coefficient 

t~, Was determined in the 6- by 9=in. tunnel with the test sec-
tions· both 6 in. and 9 in" high.. . ...... ' 

tb--basedonsurveys covering the cross seCtion at 005 chord length 
behind the,vanes in the 6- by 9=in. tunnel 0 

t. --based on surveys covering the .. cross section at ·Station M-M .. 
m Both the 6- by 6-in. and 6- by 9=in.. tunnels were used to ob-

tain t " m 

, 'Similar subscripts were applied to values of' ,·tt andntU 0 These definitions' 

are illustrated in Figo 27. 
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In the form shoWD j Eq. (15) is not sui table for accurate determina

tion of the coefficient t from the measured data. The values of ht ' and 

Rt are determined quite accurately, as already noted, but the value of Vl 
to be used is difficult to determine. First, there is the problem of jet 

contraction which causes Vl to increase as the flow passes down the duct 

because of boundary layer growth. For these studies, Vl Was arbitrarily de

fined as that maximum velocity which would exist at the miter line of the bend 

if there were no bend. Thus, Vl could be measured readily in the straight 

test section but could only be inferred in the bend test section from measure

ments either farther upstream or in the straight test section. The latter 

method of determining Vl in the bend was adopted because of the second dif

ficulty--the difficulty of determining hs accurately near the guide vanes. 

Thus, Eq. (15) was given the furm 

(
htl _ ~~ 
h I h I 

t t 
(15a) 

where htl is the total head of the central stream filament upstream of the 

test section. The value of ht l was measured at frequent intervals dur-
2 

ing each survey. The ratio ht'/(Vl Isg) is characterisj:.i9' of the tunnel 

for each duct Reynolds number and was obtained in the straight duct. 

The coefficient C 2 was reduced to a drag coefficient ~2 by 

means of Eq. (8) wherein for the present conditions 

t s 
l:.2 C (16) 

The flow direction data did not lend i teelf to reduction in as 

direct a manner as the total head data. The principal value of the direction 

measurements lay in establishing the seeondary;..eurrent pattern downstream of 

"I/"he,; cascades. No attempt is made at this point to evaluate tlidJ~ S8'C'OmarW" 

current numerically in terms of vortiei ty or circulation. It is to be observed 

that at the station M-M, the flow direction in the interior is parallel' to the 

downstream tangent, except for random variations. At the duct walls normal 

to the vane spaps~ however, there is still some evidence of the seoondary flow 

even this far downstream. 
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The flow direction data alone are not useful :tn detex'lJ1ining whether 

or not the casoades are making the proper turn (see po 5) 0 ThIs was deter

mined principally by inference from static head distribution measurements 

across the duct upstream of the vanes and by comparing pressure distributions 

on the thick vanes. Flow direction measurements upstream and downstream, 

static head Irieasurementsaround the bend, and some other measurements were 

used assecond.ary checks,. Methods of' determin:Lngproper stagger angle f0r a 

given three-diniensionalduct deflection ,are discussed atscme length in ref-

erence [3Jand, lncidentally,afe corroborated by ~alter [12]'0 It is believed 

that errors in stagger angle 6f as little a.s 10for. the 900 average deflection 
, ' 

__ ~pro(luce_d_in_the present expJ;l.I:i.1nents' cou1dbe detected by the metho><.:d""s",-" -,u"",s~e,-"d,-",. _______ _ 

D. EXperimental ,Results 

lo $taggerAngle 

'The cascades which satisfied. the condition tJ. "'900 ~ '2/V1;" 100 

are shown in Fig. 28. ''!'his figure, except for same experimental points ,Which 

have beef;i added from the presentJprogram; is reproduced from referen~e I)J. 
T~e figure :i.s discussed ~n that reference. 

ItIshouldbe no 'ted that these data were actually obtained in three

dimensional bends. H6wever~ by variation of chordlengthll vane spacing, and 

duct height, a range of chord aspect ratios from aboutlto4~5 arid of, space 

aspect ratios .trom about2t09 were represented in the figure.'Wihthin tlie 

limits of,;the experimental errors 9 these variables appear to have nOiIlfluence 

on the s~traightlines of Fig .. 28. The same variables do influence the head, 

loss coefficient, as 'will be shown presently. It has thereforebeel1 concluded 

that the stagger angles shown in Fig. :28 would also apply to two-dimensional 

cascades 0 

2.. TWo':f)imensional Head. :toss Goeft'icien-hs 

The' two-dimensional head Toss coefficient '~2 is plotted' against. 

spacing-chord ratios/c for eaclicascade' in Fig. 29Ro'Snlooth cUl"ves"have 

been drawn through the plotted' poirits :f'oreach vane "shape • 'Where only' one 

point is plotted for a 'given cascade arid s/c~ that point represents data ob

tained at 0.5 chord length behind. the trailing edges of the vaIie~ and in the 

central or one of "the two central spaces cf the cascacleo'Where more points 
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are plotted, the additional points are usually from additional spaces or some

times from other distances behind the vanes. The scatter is well within the 

limits of experimental error» but it is believed that some of the scatter is 

attributable to small errors in angular setting. Two curves have been drawn 

for the (21)300 vanes. It is to be noted that S2 is independent of chord 

length. The curves of r have been converted to curves of ';,2 
and the latter curves are plotted in Fig. 29b. 

CD by Eq. (16) 
2 

The trends exhibi ted by the S 2 and CD curves are best explained 
2 

in terms of CD. The CD curves for each shape show a minimum at a par ... 

ticular value ot sic (an~ e)~ As sic and e increase~ stalling is ap

proached and CD increases. As sic is decreased, e also decreases· at 

first, and again stalling approaches. However, below a certain value of 'sic, 

as may be seen from Fig. 28, B becomes constant and the tl:endencytbward 

stalling is arrested. Slight increases in CD thereafter may be attributed 

to local velocity increases caused by vane thickness. 

The split curve of the (21)300 vane shape may be explainable as a 

transi tion phenomenon. The lower curve may represent data from boundary layers 

in which· transi tion occurs without separation, while the upper curves may 

represent data from boundary layers exhibiting laminar separation followed by 

reattachment.. The two curves rejoin where the boundary layer is entirely 

turbulent. Shifting the cascade position in the bend apparently influences 

the type of boundary layer. The boundary layer on this vane shape was not 

studied, but in connection with the work of reference ~J, some boundary layer 

studies on a thick vane built on the same mean line did show a tendency at 

some spacing-chord ratios toward laminar separation followed by turbulent 

reattachment. A similar phenomenon occurred for the Type I vane cascade shown 

in Fig. 26a. 

It is to be noted that the minimum values of t2 occur at slightiy 

higher values of s/othanthe minimum for CD. ~lso.9 the minimum t2 is 

less for the DO)400 vane than for the thick ~ane~ even though the minimum 

CD of the former is greater than the latter. Of course, neither the thick 
2 

nor thin vane cascades necessarily represent the optimum in low head loss 

coefficients. 
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3. Three-Dimensional Head Loss Coefficients 

The head loss coefficients ~3)) ~b~ and ~m are plotted against. 
spacing-chord ratio sic in Figs. 30a)) JObjl and 30e for the three vane. shapes. 

The tunnel used for each da·t,apoint is indicated in the figures,; data shown 

in this figure for the 6- by 9-in.~nnel were obtained using the entrance 

condi tion of Fig. 14aJl only. It is to be remembered that ~3 and ~ b were 
determined at'Oo5 chord behind the trailing edges of the vanes and that ~ 

. . m 
was determined at 30 in. downstream from the miter line (4+ duct hydraulic 

diameters, 6.25 chord lengths behind the long chord vanesS! or 14 chord lengths 

behind the short chord vanes). 

-----------cF'O-P-Gempa-pa-t-i-ve---pW!pQse~J.ues-O-~z__in-~];'a-ted-O-ve-I'-the--9-=iun~. --~---
span and one vane space and integrated over the duct cross section are also . , 

plotted in Fig. 30. The' integration was accomplished by the formula 

where V is the local approach veloci tyS! and the in,tegrals are taken.over 

the vane span or over the entire cross section as the' ease may be.. In the 

integration)) it has been assumed that t 2 may be taken as constant over the 

cross sectiOD .. Actua1ly, ~2 varies with Reynolds n'umber Re ; however)) for , . c 
the entrance conditions used in these experiments there is little change in 

Rec except close' to the walls j and this region contributes so little to the 

integral that the assumption is unimportant. 

The substantial differences between the various three-dimensional 

and inte'grated two-dimensional head loss coefficients are immediately aPparent. 

There are also substantial differences, wi thin the data for ~inj) but of these 

difference13 only those ~ttri'butable to var:iation in chord length appear to 
folloW a defi~ite pattern. There is a definite decrease in ~m at any. given 

sic as the chord is lengthened. Sal tel' Q.2J :reports' a similar influence of 

chord lengtho Chord length has apparently 'n~<irifluence on~3. 

The experimental errors in ~:rj) ~bJ) and ~m are gr~ater than in 

~2 since thei'ormer i:p.volve differences in average total heads j each of which 

is itself subject ,to an error of as much as 2 per ce~t of the dynamic head. 

Aside from experimental error)) variations in ~m, car be attributed to the 

different tunnel cqnfigurations which were usedjl and those in ~3 to small 

misalignments in angular setting of the' vanes. ' 
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smooth curves have been drawn through the data for ~3 and for ~m 

for each chord length as an aid to the eye in surveying the data. The data 

tend to follow the two-dimensional head loss curves surprisingly well. The 

'b points fall somewhat above the '3 curves but far below the 'm curves. 

Evidently the dliferences between 'b and '3 indicate the effects of the 

lateral walls and their boundary layers. Comparison of the ~b points with 

the ~m r1lf.ves indicates that a large part of the loss attributable to the 
1 

guide vanes occurs downstream from the vanes. 

The differences between ~3 and the corresponding integrated value 

of ~2 (designated 'i) have been plotted in Figs .. 3la,3lb, and 3lc, while 

the differences between ~m and t2 integrated over the cross section (des

ignated Ct ) have been plotted in Figs. 32a, 32b, and 32c. . The integrations 

of. C2 for these figures have been performed over the appropriate area in 

each case. In Fig. 31, data obtained from the altered velocity profile pro

duced by' the added ,entrance length are included with that from Fig. 30 and 

are distinguished by separate symbols.. The points plotted in these figures 

are the small differences of two already small quantities and they scatter 

badly 0 Based on a possible 2. per cent error in the original average total 

heads, Ci and Ct may have er:rors as large as 6 per cent of the dynamic head 

--that is, absolute errors of 0.06 in Ci or ~t. 

Considering these large possible errors, it is impossible to estab

lish a ~end in the ~ i plots. If' there is any trend, it is for ~ i to 

remain constant with both spacing-chord and a~pect ratio; it may vary slight.ly 

with vane shape. In any-event, ~i is considerably smaller than ~tO 

The values of tt shoWn in Fig. 32 do not show too' defini tei a trend 

either. tines have been drawn indicating a decrease of ~t with increasing 

spacing-Chord ratio' for the thin vanes, but lines wi ththe opposite trend 

could haye been drawn through some of the datao Values 6£ t t. do remain 

relatively const~t for the thick vanes~The available data for t.he thin 

vanes aI's somewhat better correlated in Fig. 33 where an apparent decrease in 

tt with decreasing numberoi'vanes 'in the bend is sh6Wn~ or course, when the 

number of vanes' is too few, separation e.f',fects at. the 1a tel"'al walls' cause ~ t 

to' rise'sharply again; such separation was actually observed at the outside 

bend wall in some of the cascades containing orUy four vaneso The decrease 

o:r! ~ t with decJ:'easing number of vanes is consistent with the observation 

tliat at a given sp~ci:ng;;"chord ratio, the loss :is lass it longer ~~1rd vanes 
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are used. For the'IYPe I vanes (which were designed with constant gap between 

the vanes)~ there was little variation of ~t with number of vanes, and this 

may indioate that there would be little variation with chord length; experi

mental proof is not at hand.. The thin-vane dataa:ce even better correlated 

if for abscissas in Fig .. 33 the number of vane spaces divided by duct cross'" 

sectional area is used.. This has been done in Fig. 34 where the abscissa is 

now thereciproca1 of the passage area. 

The variation of 'the difference in three ~dimensional and tWO""l 

dimensional head loss coeffIcients with distance 'of the measuring station 
downstream from the vanes is shown in Fig .. 35.. The loss coefficient increases 

at a decreasing rate and should reach a cons·tant value at or before the station 

where ~t is measuredo';fue same effect :is shown in another manner in Fig. 36 
where average total heads have been .plotted against distance. (In this figure 

onlYll average total headshave been made dimensionless based on dynamic head 

of the mean flow where the mean flow was obtained by integration over the 

cross section.) It is to be noted that beyond station M-M in Fig. 36, the 

rates of loss have approached those in the straight duct~ the decision to use 

~ as a measure of the total lOBS in the three-dimensional bend was based on 
m 

this fact. Had station p.:.:p or some other station beyond M-M been' used for 
this purpose, the values of ~t Wo.u1d have been altered only'slightly. 

4. Veloci tyProfiles 

Experimental data have beenred.uced t.o typical veloci typrofiles 

in Figs 0 37, 38, and. 390 (In these .figures ,the velOCity u is the magni

tud.e of the velocity vector at each point While VI is the maXimum approach 

veloci tyo) In Fig. 37a, fue approach profiles normal to the duct walls are 
seen to follow the logarithmic law. Downstream of thevanes: .. the·delooi ties 

are higher near the wall than they are upstream and gradually approach. the 

upstream values as the distance beyond the vanes increases" The diamond

shaped points represeritdata at station M-M; the velocity here is seen to have 

returned closely to its upstream value.' Profiles pa.ral~el to the duct wall, 

taken over one vane space~ are sho'Wll :in Fig. 37b. ·At both 1/16 in. and 1/8 in. 

from the wall, the profiles are quite similar (for this casoade) at 005 and 1 ~O 

chord behind the vanes, but at 200 chord behind the vanes, the profile at 

1/16 in.. from the wall shows the influence of boundary layer growth very 

strongly" This boundary layer growth is associated with a higher rate of 

energy loss than in the fully developed flow in a straightduQt and must be 

related to the head loss curv~s of Figs 0 35 and 36. 
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Figures 38all 38bll 3809 and 38d also show velocity profiles in the 

boundary layer similar to those in Fig~ 37b. These profiles are presented 

in an attempt to correlate the velocity profiles with the trends in 't shown 

in Figs. 32 and 33. In Fig. 38a, profiles for two other cascades of (30)400 

vanes with longer chord lengths are compared with 'the profiles of Fig. 37b; 

one of the cascades. has approximately the same spacing-chord ratio while the 

other has the same spacing or number of vanes. In Fig. 38b, three (21)300 

cascades, one of one chord length and the other two of another chord length, 

are cOfllpared wi th each other; the se were selected so that there are two cas

cades having the same spacing~chord ratio and tvo having the same spacing. 

In Fig. 38c, three cascacles of Type I vanes" all of the same chord length but 

wi th three different spacing-chord ratios and spacings, are compared wi th each 

other. :i:n Fig. 38d, velocity profiles obtained from cascades of 6-in. span 

are compared with those obtained from cascades of 9-in. span for the three 

vane shapes. 

The comparisons are not too conclusive 5l but it is believed the fol

lmwing :gCrl.hts may be dr awn ~ 

a o In Fig. 38c, the profiles closest to the vanes in terms of: 

spacing have the higher velocities. This is also true in Fig .. 37b. 

If the Type I vane profiles in Fig. 38c had been compared at the 

same distance behind the vanes in terms of spacing, they would have 

been more nearly identic~l--possibly exactly so • 

. b~ On. the other hand5l if the profiles for the (21)300 vane 

cascades 0f Fig. 38b were adjusted in accordance with point (a) 

above to the same relative distance behind the vanes in terms of 

spacing5l the cascade with the smaller spacing would have the higher 

boundary layer ,,,"eloci ties. The opposite would be true for the 

(30)400 vane cascade profiles of Il'ig. 38a. 

Co The preceding points appear,tci;be associated with the values 

of . ~t plottecl in Figso 32 and 33. The Type I vanes show approxi

mately constant 't and also nearly constant boundary layer velocity 

at the sarne relative distance in terms of spacing downstream of the 

vanes.. The plate vanes generally show a decr~a13e in ~t with de

creasing number of vanes (or increasing spacing); the (21)300 vane 

data show' a decreasing boundary iayer velocity wd:th:·) . increasing 

\ , 
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spacing 0 At the spacing of 2.075 in" 9 the (30)400 vanes showed an 

increase in ~t in Figo 33 (because of separation at the wall), 

and an increase in boundary layer velocity.in Fig~ 38a. 

d. Figure 38d shows a general tendency for the 6-in. span cas

cades to produce a higher velocity near the boundary than the 9-in,. 

span cascades. To some extent Fig. 33 indicates that for the sa.me 

spacing (not the same number of vanes) ~ t is larger for the 6-ia. 

than for the 9-in. span cascadeso 

e. Considering all the above points~ the thesis is 'made that 
", 

------~-t is dirJ:LQtly related to th~bound.ary-_l8JlBI'-v:elQCi:ILY'-profilei:l-s --------

measured immediately downstream of the vanes. These prof'iles~ in 
turn; are determined prillcipaliy by the vane shape 9 varie spacing, 

and probably also by the d.eflection and velocity ratio of the cas-

cade 12:m!(s/c] in Fig. 5 andentr'ance velocity profile.. It may 

also be true tha.t for vanes having constant gap width.9 vane shape 

is no longer a factor; if thfsis true, fueefiect of vanevshape',d$ 

measured 'blythe reici tfve change in gap ill passing through a vane 

space. 

Figure 39 aga:i..n presents profiles taken parallel to the duct wall 

and, across one vane space, but these profiles represent data in the interior 

of the flow passing through the "holen in the tota.l head pattern. The dis

tance fromthe"w:~l of 0 .. 7 space (the normal distanceb9 tween, vane wake s) best 

represents the location of the center of the Ithole'. for most of the data. The 

profiles are grouped bY-vane spacing in the figure.9 but this grouping should 

not be in-csrpretsd as ind.icating, that the dimensioIlless profiles depend. on 

t:hespacing. S:ince most of the data were taken at 0 .. 5 chord behind the vane 
, , 

trailing edge,s, the three parts of F:i..go 39 actually represent da.ta tor three 

different dislia.ncesbeh:l..nd the vane trailing edges in terms of spacing. For 

the 2.83 ... in'o chord vanes, for ;e:x:ampl~, the profiles in Figs .. 39a, J9b,and. 

:39c wer'e taken at approximately 1/2/2.9 III and {2spaces9 respecU vely, behind 

the vanes 0 The closest profiles show the steepest gradient,!) as would be ex

pected.. In Fig. 390, data taken for a 2002-ino chord vane at about V'l spaces 

behind the vanes but With a spacing of'1.414 ino is seen to group reasonably 

well with other d{lta taken at the same re~ative distance behind the V{ln6S but 
, . - . 

at the lesser spacing of 1.04 inch. 
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,Examination of the velocity profiles indicates that the three

dimensional surveys would,better have been taken at, say, 1 'space behind the 

vanes instead of 0.5 ohord. This was not apparent before the e;x:perimerftal 

work was begun and would have been difficult to provide for in the experilI)~ntal 

apparatus. It is believed that the interior velocity profiles would be etLosely 

similar if compared at a distance behind the vanes f:Lxed in terms of vane 

spacing, but that the boundary la.yer prof:Ues would probably vary with spaoing, 

the larger spacings exhibiting the smaller velocities except when separation 

interferes. 

E. Extension to Other Bends 

Finally, it must be noted again that these experimental data pertain 

to a bend of rectangular cross section with, A= 90°, V2/V1 = 100. In a 

recent visual study of secondary currents by Hansen, Costello, and Herzig Q.3], 

it is brought out that the intensity of the secondary ,current varies with 

certain cascade c~aracteristics; these characteristics can be related to the' 

defle c tion angle A and the velocity ratio V 2/Vl' a.nd thus to cx! (s/ c) 

through Fig. 5. From the cited reference, it is inferred that the secOndary-

ourrent intebsity is directly related to CL/Cs/c). It is seen, then, from 

Fig. 5 that secondary currents in compressor cascades would be less intense 

than in the present experiments, but that turbine cascades would have second

ary currents of about the same (somewhat more or less) intensity. The relation 

of secondary:"'current strength to the ratio Ct! (s/c) forms the basis for the 

statement in Section 4 of PartD (po 22) that boundary velocity prOfiles 

doWnstream of the vanes probably depend on CL/(s/c). 

The influ.~nce 01' a circular or other shaped cross seotion on the 

results obtained is not known, but it is supposed that the prinCipal effect 

would be on the minimum number of vanes for small head loss in a plot like 

that shown in Fig. 33. 



,IV. SEC0:N+lARY FLOW 

i. Origin of the Secon4ar,r Flow 

As a.lready indicated in 'Parts I and ill) the primary or two=d.1mensional 
fJ,.ow in a gu.ide vane be:nd is determined py the flow boundaries alone. It was 
Sli'c,Wn inPa.rt III from experimental res1ll ts, that for practical purposes the 
general flqw pattern far downstJ:ream of the vanes is notin£luEmced by the 
three-Cliniensional. l;lature of the flow and thatpthereforej) the two-dimensional 
deflection could be taken as the three-diniensional deflect.:t6n.. On the other 
hand, the two-dimensional head loss is orily a nominal part of the totSl head 
loss in a 'three-dimensional bend.. '!he difference between t.he three-dimensional 

, and tV«:> ~dimensional 'hea.d loss coefficients in a 'bend must be attributable to 

the s~condary.flow which is 'superimposed on the two-dimerisional £low. 'It is 

therefore des:1rable .toexam1net;hissecondary how and to deteJ:!m1nei its rela
tion to the head loss. 

<An exact determfnationot the secondary .flow woold involve' solution 
ot the Nav1.er":Stokesequations,togetlier with an ·accounting for the eff'ec,ts 

'()£ turbulence in the duct ,a.pproaching the vanes ,and In the varies. '~Sll'Ch a 
, solution 'WOuld be exceedingly complicated if not imposSible. Mager and Hansen 
Q.~ h~'Ve dis'c'lissedtlii'smat-taraildhave ob~a1ned an approximate solution in 

laminar now for, certain assumed conditionso APprox1mate'solutioiul can be 
obtained in another form by neglecting viscosity and turbUlence in the bend 
an4 solving the nonv1s,cotis equations of motion: In this, form of solution, 
the experimental or computed boundary layer veloci typrof11e at the beginning 
of the bend represents the effects of viscosity and ·tUrbulence upstream of 
that point. -The fiow downstream of the entrance is then determined both by 
the boundar; 66nditi.9ns and by the entrdnce' velocity profilsoThis type of 
solution has been obtained by :aawthorri:~ Ij,] for asinitLe bend and. bYSqUi~e 
~ndWinter [1] for ~ guide vane be-nd •. A ishort :form ofsoiution is presented 
'here for conveniE.m.ce in further dis·cuesion. 

For"steadjrlncompressfble flow, the equations of motion in Helnihol tz' 
form are 

where q' fa the 'vector 1{eloCJ.1;,y and 1i ... ~x q is the vector vortici~y Q:~. 
If' an orthogonal curvil'inear coordinate' sYstem is so chosen that one axis 

'.~ . 
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lies along a streamline of the basic two-dimensional flow and another along 

the instantaneous radius of curvature r of that streamline, unit vectors 

i l , i 2 , and i3 are defined by 

-- --i .. .9., 
1 q 

r 
- r ' 

The sides of an elementary rectangular parallelepiped in this coordinate sys

tem are designated ilds" ilrd8, i 2dn, and i 3dz. Since the flow in the 

bend is not, in general, two-dimensional, q = ilu + i 2v + i3w, but at the 

beginning of curvature, q = ilu (n, z) • The vorticity is 

n ,t +).' +).' 1" ==).' (~_ Q!) + i (bu _ bw) + i (,}! _ Ou + OV) 
= ).lfa 2"1 3~ 1 On Oz 2 bz bs 3 r On bs (19) 

where {' is the component along a streamline of the two -dimensional flow. 

At the beginning of curvature, t = 0, 7] .. (bu/bz), and ~ = (u/r - bu/bn). 

Writing the component of Eq. (18) in the i l direction, there results 

(20) 

at the beginning of curvature, 

Where the streamlines are straight and parallel, as in the approach 

to a guide vane bend, t is zero and remains so even though, 7] and/or C 'are 

unequal to zero. EVen when the streamlines curve, Eq. (20) shows that there 

is no increment in ~ (the vortex lines, remain normal to the streamlines 

determined by the boundaries) unless there is a velocity gradient normal to 

the plane of curvature. This is the case in the two~dimensional region of a 

casqade where the flow is uniquely determined by the bouridaries alone. How

ever, when the streamlines are forced to curve by the boundaries and there 

is a velocity gradient normal to the plane of curvature, the downstream flow 

pattern is determined not only by the boundaries but also by the existing 

velocity:gradient. The t component of the vorticity which develops is as

sociated with the development Of flow components· v and W producing the 

secondary flow. The yortici ty vector is still normal to the actual stream

lines but there is a vorticity component parallel to the streamlines which 

would have been determined by the boundaries only., 
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'Squire andWint;er [i] have integrate'd ,Eq. (20), making the further 

assumptions that (J.) the two-dimensional streamlines in the bend are ooncentric 

'circular arcs parallel to the plane of the bend, (2) the sEJCondary-flow com .... 

ponents vlu andwlu, 'which develop in the boundary layer, are so smail 

that they do not' influence the primary potent.ial flow pattern in the bend, 

and (3) "I} '" bu/bz is independent' of B. Under these 8:ssumptions r,' the 

product ur, and therefore u, are constant along a streamline, as is "I}, and 

the integral becomes 

! '" 2,"1} E o (21) 

where, 170 is the constant value of 17, and ' E is the angle through which the 

streamline has tUrned. By making a further assumption that (4) "o2u/bz2 = 0, 

Squire and Winter go onto compute the secondary flow between the vanes asso

ciated with the value of f given by Eq. (21) and suggest that there is an 

energy loss of about halfthe'kinetic energy of the secondary flow. 

Equation (21) is adequateiy descriptive of the formation of secondary 

currents in a, guide vane bend. ~uantitative deductions from that equation 

mustbe made with caution, however, because of the a~sumptions involved. More 

detaiied examination of the secondary-flow effects is necessary to obtain 

reliabie results~ 

B" Detailedllescriptiori. of the Secondary Flow 

Two typical curves of vel~city distribution in the bounda;rylayerup

streamof the vanes are shown in Fig. 3713.. Values of 'Y]= bu/bz upstream of 

the vanes taken from that f~gure are plotted in Fig. 400 Of course, 'T'J does not 

continue asymptotic to the axes in Fig" 40 but is zero at the edge of the bound

ary layer and approaches a iimiting value in the laminar sublayer at the walL . ' 

If E in Eq. (21) is considered as an incremental turn of t.he 

potentiai streamlines in the boundary iayer parall~l to the plane of the bend, 

~ will be 'the result.ing vort.icity along t.hose streamlines. It is seen from 

Fig. 40 t.hat at 0,,005f1:. fromthe wail, t.he vorticity 'Will be of the order of 

ten times its value at 0.04 ft after the first small increment of turning. 

Since 'T'J is constant along planes parallel to the pianeofthe bend upstream 

of the vanes, t will be constant in such planes at first if ria assumed 

constant. The resuitfngvorticity components in the pot.ential flowdirec,tion 
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after a small amount of turning in 

the bend may be visualized as in the 

adjoining sketch (a). The relative 

size of each vortex figure is in

tended to represent schematically 

the relative strength of vorticity 

concentrated along e~ch short vortex 

line normal to the paper. (There 

are also vorticity components in the 

plane of the paper.) 

The flow pattern associ

ated with this vortex distribution 

is approximately that shown in sketch 

(b) adjoining. It depends on the 

vortex system and its image in the 

duct wall and vane surfaces. The 

secondary cll1'rents along the duct 

wall can become very large compared 

to the through-flow velocity near 

the wall, while a short distance away 

from the wall it is still true that 

the two-dimensional potential flow 

predominates. 
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The important result of the preceding discussion is not that a 

secondary flow develops. Rather, it is that the secondary flow is such that 

the low-energy fluid along the duct wall is swept from the wall, down the 

suction surfaces of the vanes, and into the interior of the fluid. It is re

placed, in turn, by fluid from the interior which is, of necessity~ of higher 

energy content and higher velocity. 

EVen though the assumptions (1) and (2) of Squire and Winter remain 

roughly true between the vanes, assumptions (3) regarding the constancy of 

bu/bz along a streamline and (4) regarding the constancy of bu/bz across 

the b01U1dary layer are considerably at variance with the above reasoning. 

Nev~rtheless, additional increments in t ,are still given by Eq. (21) for 

additional increments in ~ , and although the magnitude of the increment con

tinually changes (and may even become negative as for some of the profiles in 
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Fig. 37)~ sketches (a) and (b) should continue to represent the actual case 

schematically to the end 0f the curvature. Beyond that point, no additional 

/ vorticity ! can be generated. Fluid of higher ahd higher energy and velo

ci ty is thus brought to the duct wall between the vanes. (There will be vari

ations near the vane surfaces because!;r here lies out of the plane of the 

bend and is far from constant, but these regions are a small part of the total 

and are ignored.) 

Beyond the trailing edges of the vanes, the two vertioal currents 

of the secondary flow near each vane surface meet and are annihilated in a 

vortex sheet. This vortex sheet is identical with the one which would be de-

duced from the decrease in circulation along the vane span in the duct boundary 

layer. The horizontal current near the duct wall continues downstream until 

it is partially da,mped by viscosi ty and some of its kinetic energy is converted 

to pressure energy by stagnation • 

. The schematic pattern of sketch (bi was recognizable in all of the 

experimental data. In Figs. 2b, 15, and 17 to 23, inclusive, the transport 

of the low=energy fluid from the boundary layer to the interior of the fluid 

is clearly shown~ as is its replacement by high-energy fluid. In Fig. 19a, 

this motion has been indicated by a large arrow and the location of the vortex 

sheet has also been indicated. In Figs. 22b and 2Jb, the effects produced by 

al tered entrance values of 'fJ are shown. In the former figure, the entrance 

boundary layer was thickened from the usual case, but the value of 'fJ near 

the wall was hardly changed, as may be seen in Figs. 37a.and 40, so that the 

resulting flow pattern was unaltered. In the latter, the· entrance boundary 

layer was practically eliminated by the splitter plate, and a marked reduction 

in secondary=floweffect is observable. 

Figures 25 and 26 show even more graphioally the close resemblance 

of the actual secondary flow to that rep;resented in sketch (b). In both Figs. 

25a and 26a» for example j threads show the annihilation of the secondary.,..' 

current component. parallel to the span at the trailing edge. In Fig. 25b, the 

relatively large secondary flow at the duct wall compared wi til that 1/4 in. 

away from the wall is obvious. Other photographs in reference [2J show similar 

effects for a single curved passage. S~me excellent photographs showing sec"': 

ondary flows have just been published by the National,Advisory Committee for 

Aeronautics g..3 and 17J " 
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The .flow in a guide vane bend is summarized schematically in Fig. 41. 
The two-dimensional potential streamiinesin the interior are designated A-A~ 

Two-dimensional boundary layer effects and separation on the vane surface are 

represented at Bo The :-streamlines miich lie along the duct wall upstream and 

which finally emerge in the vane wakes at some distance from the wall are de

signa.ted a-c, while CO-C' are streamlines from the interior 'Which form the new.. 

boundarY' layer· downstream of the vanes 0 At D are shown the trail:ing vortices 

Whioh are assumed to form from a rolling-up of the trailing vortex sheet. 

A short. distance downstream of the guide vane bend, the re~mlts of 

the secondary flow are manifest as {I) an unusual distribution of total head, 

as seen in Figs. 2bjJ 1,5, and 17 to 23, inclusivejJ and (2) a strong current 

along the duct walls toward the inside of the bend and along the inside. wall 

toward its center, as seen in Fig. 26b. The current Slong the duct walls can 

still be deteoted long after the t.otal head pattern has been rectified. 

C.HeadLoss Associated with the Secondary Flow 

It is noW possible to discuss the energy loss orheadlos·s in the 

flow through the guide vanes. ·Since the equations of motion for frictionless 
fluid were used in developing Eqs. (20) and (21), the ·loss must be inferred. 

from the flow pattern. 

Firs't-,there is the two-dimensional loss assooiated with boUndary 
layer development and separation on the vane surfaces. This was discussed·in 
Part II and measured in Part III. In Part III, it was assumed that, ignoring 

Reynolds number effects, the two-dimensional loss coefficient Would ·'be constant' 
over the span. It may be necessary to modify this assumption, however, because 

of the secondary-flow effect on the separation. Figure 26a. shows the effect 

referred to strikingly, but should not be takeritoo literally. Actually, the 

boundary layer reattaches as a turbulent layer in the two~dimensional region 
after separation and is not too different from that near the span ends •. In 

the case of a r.adius elbow of aspect ratio "uni ty [4J, there was a pronounced 
effect 'o~, the secondary flow on the tWo-dimensional separation loss and it is 
proba.bl*- th,at the~e is some effect in the present case, Blthough· the aspect 

ratios of the passages are . higher 0 It would be expeoted tha.t for a situation 

like that shown in Fig o 26a, the two-dimensional loss would be le~s n~ar the 

··span ends than in the interior. This reduction in loss, 1£ it exists, is in-' 

cl'~ded-:in the measured coeffiCients ~:i. of 1igo .31 and ~t' of Figs. 32 ,to 34, 
inclusive" 
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Next, there is the direct·loss of energy attributaple to the dissi

pation . of the secondary flow" A part of the secondary-flow energy goes into , , 
the generation of the trailing vortex sheetso The energy Q:f these vortices 
represents an immediate loss at the trailing edges of the. vanes since it is 

not measurable in a total head survey downstreatn from the trailing edges and 

. Will be dissipated entirelyo Carter and CohentL8] have computed a. coefficient 
of .'induced d~a.gtt ~ due to these vortices, optaining the strength of the 
vortices from the de~rease in circulation about each v~ne between the two

dimensional region and the wallo Their result may be put in the form 

where 

1 s L h . er (22) 

Otis· the coefficient of lift based on· the JIlagni tude 0;£ the vector 
L mean velocity in the two-dimensional reg~on, 

h is the distance from the duct wall to the center of each rolled
up vortex, and 

R. is the-Span of the vanes .. 

,The loss due to ~... is included in ~·i of Fig .. 31 and .. ~t of Figs. 32 to 

34, inclusive. 1. . 

. The remaining enel:-gy of the secondary now is partly dissipated and 

partly recovered as pressure energyo These parts are not directly estimable, 
but the dissipated part may be included with the loss discussed in the next 
paragraph 0 

TheI'e is still another source of energy loss 0 LOss Teaul ts from 
the increased ~a.11 shear (and SJ.so neW vortex sheets in the interior) created 

by the redistributed total head pattern behind the vaneso The seeondary flow 

downstream of the va.neseontributes to· this increased wall shear .. throllgh its 
contribution to the veloei ty magnitude at the "",all. The 10ss dlieto this :eause 
must be v~z:yla~ge, immediately behind the vanes and (iecrease with di~ta,~ce un
til at some poin,t downstream the total head distribution resembles approximately 

tha t existing at the entrance to the vanes. Beyond this point, the 108·s due 
to wall shear 'is that attributable to the straight duct onlyo Figures 35 and 

36 indica.:te the r~te of . head lassn th di..stanee downstream of the vanes 0 The 
greater part aftha meas~red loss due to added wall shear is included only in 

tt (Figs. 32 to 34} and not in ~i .. (Fig!!).l) since the new. boundary layer 
development is barely apparent at the slota.5 chord downstream of the vanes 

as shown in Fig. 37bo 
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The coefficient ~. of Fig. 31 (measured 0.5 chord downstream of 
~ 

the vanes) . is now seen to include the effect of the secondary flow on the . 

two-dimensional~loss coefficient (negative) and the induced drag of Carter 

and Cohen (positive), together with some 'small part of the additional wall 

drag. If Eq. (22) of Carter and Cohen is applied to the present experiments, 

CL ' 0:: 2CL and CL/(s/C) ... 2.0 (from Fig. 5) so that 

CD 0:: 8 .!ill 
i c I 

and since Eq. (8)· (po 4) applies approximately, 

(22a) 

(22b) 

. . '~ 

Disregarding other effects, Fig. 31 would indicate that h/l is of the ~rder 

0.0025 tqo.005 and is roughly constant for each vane shape. The apparent 

constancy of ~i might be explained by the fact that both the computed ~i 

and the effect of the s~condary flow on ~ 2 are inversely proportional to J" 
. the . two effects roughly canceling each other. 

The coefficient ~. applies to a cascade with an infinite number of 
. ~ 

vanes of finite span. When there are lateral walls, there is some increased 

loss in the vane spaces nearest the walls so that in a finite bend ~i ~st 

be increased somewhat over the values given in Fig .. 3i. Except when there are 

too few vanes in the bend (iess than 5 or 6, tnthe present experiments),th1.s 

increase appears to be of the order of 0001 or 0.02 from the ~ b points in 

Figs. 30b and 30c. No attempt is made to compute this lateral wall effect. 

The increased coefficient is desiguated ~ ito 

The coefficient ~ t of Figs. 32 to 34, inclusive, is seen to include 

only the l<>ss attributable to the add~ tiona~ wall shear if ~ i' is first su'b~ 

tracted from it. It should therefore be possible to compute a coefficient 

Cf based on the velocity profiles downstream of the vanes and this coefficient 

should be comparable to 't - 'i I • The coefficient 'i has been computed 

roughly in Appendix n, and the following formula was. obtained: 

(23) 



where le' 

'~ 

J 

is a parameter depending on the entrance velocity profile, 

is, the, distance downstream from the vanes required for the entrance 
boundary layer to bereestablislied; and 

is the vane span. 

The ratio sx2/sJ is half the ratio of surface area experierncing additional 

shear, to the passage area through which flow passes. As indicated in the ar

gument on, p. 20, for the thin vanes, when the vane spacing increases, the , 
velocities in the boundary layer behind the vanes probably decrease; hence, 

x2 should decrease with increasing ~pacing. If the product sX2' is cons~ant, 

Eqo (23) indicates that Cf is inverseiy proportional to passage area. ~ince 

~i ' is roughly constant, this is t~e trend that is shovin by the ~ t plots of 

Fig. 34. On ,the other hand, for the thick vanes with "cons,tant gap wi~th, 1. t 
w~is 'indicated'that the'bouridarY layer velocities appeared' independent of spac

ing. Hence, x2 should be independent of spacing and ~f (and therefore ' ~t) 

'should remain roughly constant; this agrees with Fig. 32a. , 

In APPelldix 'n,K" is estimated at about 0 .. '33 fort-he present ex ... 

periments. A.ssuming that for the plate vanes at the, smallest vane spacings 

(abou.t 1.0 in.) the original bou~dary layer is not reestablished until the 

me~suring stationM-M is' reached (30 in. downertream from the rni ter tine),' Eq. 

(23) becomes' 

(23a) 

wher.e sJ is measuredln square inohes. The slope ot Eq • .(23a) is flatter 

that the slopes of the: lines drawn. through'the experimental dflta in Fig. 34. 

Since t:i, '. is stili to be added to the value of "'f given 'by~q._ (2)80) to 

obtain tlj;, vaiU:e of: "t plotted in Fig. 34, the computed . va1ue:ls' not. un

reasonable. :rt is probable that one or more factors in addition to wall shear, 

influence the t.rend in ~t - ~i 'or -bhattpe ,method of estimating '~T is' not 

. entirely adequate. Nevertheless, it has been established both eXperimentally 

and analytically that a large part of .the secondsry-currentloss. in a guide 

vane bend 1s attributable to the ,additional. wall shear downstream oi the bend . , . '. .. .. . 

and that forpiate vanes,at least, this loss is inversely proportional to the 

passage area between the vanes. 
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In accordance with the previous arguments, the ratio sx2/si pro

bably depends on vane shape, entrance velocity profile, and the ratio eLI ( sic) 

discu.ssed in Part III-E. Nq attempt is made to express the relationships 

formally in an equation since the data available are not entirely adequ.ate for 

this purpose. Further study of the parameters in Eq. (23) is required. 

No attempt has been mad~ to assess the effect of Reynolds number on 

the secondary-current losses, but it is believed that this effect is minor 

over the usual working range compared .to the assumptions which have been made. 

In summary, the loss coefficient t to be applied to a guide vane 

installation in a three-dimensional bend may be written 

(24) 

where, strictly speaking, ~ 2 should be integrated over the approach velocity 

profile. The coefficient ~ 2 represents the two-dimensional loss; ti' rep

resents the secondary-current effects and lateral wall effects in the bend; 

and tT is the additional loss downstream of the bend which may be attributed 

principally to increased wall shear. The value of t 2 is to be obtained from 

experimental data or boundary layer theory; t.' may be estimated by adding 
J. 

toti, obtained fromEqs. (22) and (8), an arbitrary wall loss coefficient 

oLO.01 orO.02; and tT is to be determined from Eq. (23). The wall loss 

coefficient becomes extremely large when there are too few vanes in the bend 

(less than 5 or 6 in the present experiments) and Eq. (24) can no longer be 

used. 

v. SUMMllli.Y AND CONCLUSIONS 

Incompressible flow in a fixed guide vane bend has been analyzed 

by dividing the flow into a two-dimensional part and a superimposed secondary 

flow. It has been shown that the two parts can be studied separately. The 

secondary flow has only a small influence on the two-d.imensional deflection 

and this can be neglected. HoWever, the two dimensional head loss is increased 

materially because of the secondary-flow effects. 
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Two=dimensional 'cascade data can be correla:!:ied using Figs. 5 a:p.d 5a. 

Data for completely filling Fig. 5a with cascade lines are not available; in 

their absence two=dimensional data can be obtained9 as in the past~ bY' experi

ment or by theoretical methodsjl using experimental methods or boundary layer 

computation methods to obtain coefficients of drago 

The secondary currents have been shown to be confined largely to the 

region of the fiow in the duct boundary 'layer near the ends of the vanes., Fig

ure 41 illustrates the effects of these cWi:"rents on the two=dimensional flow~ 

Components of the secondary current parallel to the vane spans aI'S nearly an= 

nihilated at the trailing edges of the vanesjl forming trailing vortex sheets 

which are identic'al with those attributable to the decrease in circulation near 

the span ends. The secondary currents are recognizable a short di5tance d01m= 

stream o:f the vanes in (1) a redistributed total head pattern showing i'holes" 

of low total head in each vane wake and high total head at the duct wall between 

the vanes)) as seeninF::I..g. 2b ll and (2) a flow along the duct walls directed 

toward the inside of the bend and on the inside wall toward i tiS cantero The 

anomalies in total head disappear within two or three duct hydrauiic diameters~ 

but the secondary currents are still detectable much f1l1l"'ther downstream. 

The effects of the sec.ondary flow on the he'ad lOBS have been di videa 

into two parts for convenience in discussion and tJomputation" The first part' 

is measurable innnedia taly downstream of the vanes and is composed of the 

secondarY=flow effect on the two-dimensional loss coefficient (which is gen .... 

erally negative)jl the loss in the trailing vortex sheets~ and the loss in the 

spaces between the end vanes and adjacent walls 6 The second part of the loss , 
is attributable to increased wall shear downstream of the vanes.. It is gen-

erally considerably larger than the first part .. 

The loss due to the secondary flows may 'be added directly to the 

two-dimensional loss when.both are expressed as head loss coefficients 

(24) 

where ~ is the head loss coefficient~ and the subscripts represent two.

dimen~ional loss~ loss measurable immediately behind the vanes)). and loss a£t1'1-

b~table to ,increased wall shear downstreani of the vanesjl respectively.. The 

. coefficient ~ 2 is to be obtained experimentally or from boundary la,yer compu-

tations.. A part of ~. v (that due to trailing vortex sheets) can be computed" 
~ 
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to a certain extentj by a formula derived by Carter and Oohen B-8] ~ but the 

remaining part must be estimated arbitrarily. A formula for ST was developed 

in this report: 

_ SX(2 

ST~ O.03K sl (23) 

where Kis a parameter depending on approach velocity profile onlYj and 

sx2/si' is half the ratio of wall area experiencing additional shear to passage 

area through which the flow passes. Values of ST for practical application 

cannot be obtained from Eq. (23) until a formula for obtaining sx2 is developed. 

The experimental part of the present work substantiated the general 

description above and provided numerical values for S 2' t i ', and tT. The 

coefficient C 2 was found to be independent of scale but to vary with spacing

chord ratio, showing a minimum at some particular spacing-chord ratioo Values 
. , 

of S 2 of the order of 000, (based on maximum approach velocity head) were 

obtBined with a plate vane at a spacing-chord ratio of Do, but there is no 

reason to believe that this is an optimum vane design. It was found that the 

coefficient S. v may be independent of scale and may also be independent of 
l 

spacing-chord ratio. It was dependent to some extent on vane shape and prob-

ably on the boundary layer profile approaching the vanes •. The measured values 

of ,Si' were less than the smallest value of S2 for each shape in the pre= 

sent experiments, except when there were less than 5 or 6 vanes in the cascade. 

Wi th too few vanes in the cascade~ there was a large separation loss between 

the end vanes and walls II and til became very large 0 

Measurements of t t( ~ S i I ... ~ T ) coni'ir'l)1ed the form and order of 

magnitude of results obtained from Eq" (23)" It was found from the <dam'llliat 

the, wall area experiencing additional shear (sx2 )muld. tend to remain con

stant for plate vanes making tt and thus ~T inversely proportional to 

passage area Cal) 0 For the thick vanes which had uniform gap between the 

vanes» i~was found that ti and thus tT were roughly constanto It was there':' 

fore assumed that sx2 depends on the variation in gap between the vari.es~~that 

is, vane shape. It was also noted that sx2 should be a function of the ratio 

oJ (s/c) where ·Ot. is the lift coefficient of a vane in a two-dimensional 

cascade of spacing~chord ratio s/c p The ratio OJ (s/c) is related to the 

deflection angle of the bend and the contraction or, expansion of the flow and 



is obtainable from Fig b :; 0 If the analysis in fixed bends can be applied to 

a, tl1:rbomachine (and it probably ca.n be applied to the first row of blades) the 

last po:tnt ihdicates that ST would be less for compressor cascades than for 

turbine cascad~so 

The experimental work also indicated that vane spacing appears to be 

a better length parameter than chord length in comparing total head distribu

tion, energy loss, and veloei ty profiles. downstream of a guide varie benda 

More study should be given to Eqo (23) for ST' part1cularlyto the 

parameters which determine the surface area subject to additionai shear, sx2• 
___ ----""'A'-'-] tho_U~S-i i' is generally smaller" and thereforeno'h, as import an t· as C+~,_i_t ______ _ 

too requires some further study. In thetwo....;dimens ional field, additional ex':" 

perimentai data contrib~ting to the completion of Fig 0 5a are required. It 

is believed, however,' that the above summary outlines the essential elements 

in determining the performance 'of a guide vane 'system in a bend. 

In conclusion, the following points regarding the design of guide vane 

systems may be drawn~ 

Ao Guide vanes for a bend may be selected from known, two

dimensional guide vane systems 0 For practical purposes, the deflec

tion produced by the guide vanes in the bend will be the same as the 

tW?-dimensionai deflection, but the head 10s8 wIll be increased Over 

the two-dimensional lo'ss as indicated byEqo (24), above 0 In that 

equation,' for a 900 bend, the additional loss a.t the vanes will be 

of the order of 0005 of the velocity head or less, while that occur.....; 

ring downstream may vary from 0005 to 0010 of the velocity head. 

These losses a.re to be" added to the tWO-dimensional loss near opti

mum spacing-chord ratio of 0.05 to 0.10 velocity :heado 

B. In scaling a guide vane bend-up or down, the deflection will 

remain- the sania for practical purposes if the spacing-chord ratio is 
held constant. Howeverjl the head loss wiil change somewhat because 

the chord length 'Will be changed. If the bend is scaled up, the loss 

should decrease, and if scaled downj it should increase 0 The amount 

of ehange should be calculable through a.n equation similar to"Eq •. 

(23) above, but the parameters in this equatioh are not well enough 

determined to be useful. 



o. A guide vane bend with minimum loss can be constructed of 

plate vanes as well as of thick vanes. To do so, a two-dimensional 

oascade with small loss coefficient is selected and the vanes are 

manufactured with as large a chord as possible. 

D. There is a minimum number of vanes which should be used in 

a bend. Below this minimum, there is excessive loss between the end 

vanes and adjacent walls; above the minimum the loss in this region 

is only a small fraction of the two-dimensional loss. The minimum 

for the r(lQtangu1ar and square ducts used in the present experiments 

was five Or six vanes, but it may be different for a duct of circular 

cross section. 
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A, B = Constants. 

ARc - Aspect ratio J,Vc. 

AR - Aspect ratio ~s. s 
b - Width. of duct. 

!f!:!!g!! A , 
LIST OF SYMBOLS 

Co - Coefficient of drag based on approach velocity head 

CL - Coefficient of lift based on approach velocity head 

CtD - Coefficient of lift based on head of vector mean velocity. 

CR = Coefficient of Reaction--Resultant of 0t' and ~. 
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c - Chord length of vane measured along straight line connecting leading 
and trailing edges. 

D - Drag per unit span of vane. 

DR - Hydraulic diameter, DR "" 4 x Area/Wetted Perimeter. 

f - Functional 'relationship. 

g - Acceleration of gravity. 

h - Distance from duct wall to trailing vortex. 

hs = Static head. 

ht - Total head. 

ht D ~ Total head of control stream filament upstream of testsectiono 

i <= Unit vector. 

K - Prop'ortionali ty parameter in duct boundary layer 0 

," 

IS. ... Value of 'K in boundary layer approaching vanes .. 

of. .:. ,Parameter describing effect of entrance velocity profile on boundary 
layer downstream of vanes. 

L -Lift per unit span of varieD 

1 ~ Span length of vane. 

n = Curvilinear coordinate in direction of' radius of curvature of stream
line" 
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p - Pressure at a point in the fluid. 

pI - Pressure loss due to drag • 
... 

, q - Velocity, vector. 

R - Reaction per Unit span of v~ne"components Rx anp. R in x and y y coordinate directions. ' 

Reo -Reynolds number based on vane chord, Rec =1 Vlc/u. " 

Re d - ReYnolds' number base'd on duct hydraulic diameters Re d.' V1D/u • ... ,',,' ' 

r -,Radius of curvature of streamline. , . 
s -'6JP~cing of YaneS measured, between corresponding points of two adjacent 

vanes., 

's -Also curvilinear coordinate in direction of streamline. 
, 

u· -Magnitude of velocity vector '(velocity component along as-breamline). 

VI, - velocityi.n center of "duct approaching guide vanes" 

'2 .. Velocity in center of duet leaving guide vanes. 

, \V '-, Veotor mean cif 'VI and '2" 

V - Average velocity induct. 

v - Velocity component parallel to' radius of curvature of streamline. 

w -VelOCity component ,normal to u and v. 
.. .. 

x, y - Oartesian coordinates normal to and along cascade axis. 

:x -Also coordinate 8.1ong center' of duct measured downstream from vanes. 

y - Also coordi'nate normal to duct wall and para11elto vane 'span. 

z - CurVilinear coordina -be normru. to n and $ ; 

a -Angleo£ attack of guide vane measured from tbeapproach velocitydi"'! 
rection'to the' chordiine. 

ao - Angle ot attack for zerol;l.£t. 

fJ1 .:; 'Emtrance angle IIleasued 'from "cascade axis to approachvelociti. 

fJ 2 - Exit angle measured from cascade axis to exit velocity .. 

f3 - Angle between ~asc~u!ea.xis and vector mean velocity. 

fJ _ Entrance angle for zero lift. Po 



r ... Circulation about a two=dimensional vane profile. 

Y - Angle between cascade axis and lift direction. 

yl _ Angle between cascade axis and reaction direction. 

A - Deflection angle of cascade. 

8 ..... Thickness of laminar subl aye r • 

E- Deflection angle of a streamline. 

, .... Head loss coefficient. 

Subscripts used· wi th s· : 
2 Two-dimensional. 
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3 Three=dimensional measured immediately behind one or two vanes .. 

b -- Three-dimensional measured immediately behind, Vanes and in= 
cluding entire cross section. 

m ~- Three-dimensional measured far downstream. 

T -- Computed from additional wall shear downstream of vanes. 

i -... 'i '= '3·- , 2 ~ ~ i U I: ~ b - ~ 2 . 

t-- 't= 'm'- '2· 
~ , 71 ~ t - vorti~i ty components along a streamline}l along the radius of curvature 

of the streamline, and normal to the streamline and radius of curvature,IJ 
respectively. 

e ... stagger angle":'-angle between cascade axis and chord line of vanes. 

K -Proportionality factor. 

fL - Coefficient of viscosity. 

U .... Kinematic viscosity. 

p - Density. 

T -Wall spear stress. 
o . 

Ii - Vorticity vector. 
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APPENDIX B --------
RELATION BETWEEN VELOCITY RATIO, DEFLECTION ANGLE, AND REACTION 

From Fig. A-I, the following relationships are available~ 

Momentum: (A-I) 

Oontinuity: (A-3) 

Bernoulli Eq.: 
Pv 2 PV 2 

1 2 
PI + ~ = P2 + ~ + pI (A-4) 

where pI is the average pressure loss in each passage and is due to drag of 

the vanes. 

R = 
x 

where 

Combining Eqs. (A-I), (A-3), and (A-4) 

PV 2 .' PV 2 

Ry '" + (sin 2 PI -2 sin2 /31 cot /32)s= + 2 s1n2 PI (cot P1 - cot ( 2)s 

(A-6) 

Pv 2 

R =JRx2 .j.R 2 1 Y I: -2- s (
'2(J ~2 .2f3 s~n ~l s~n . 1 

2 - 1 + ~ + 4 2 sin2 (f32 - f3l ) 
sin {32 sin {32 

+ 1 (A-7) 
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where 

. tan r' = 2 _s V_' 2 sin6. 
or cos r' o,Vl CR 

For pI = 0 = ,t, R = r., and r I = r, so that 

(A-3) 

(A-B) 

(A-9) 

(A-IO) 

With p' 1= 0, let R2 =fP;-n2 . and lett act in the direction given by 

Eq. (A-IO) 0 Then 

(A-li) 

and (A:-12) 
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Fig. A -I - Analysis of a Two - Dimensional Flow Strip 
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<1 .. --- ----
--.-r --... / -.. 
fj 

Fig. A- 2 - Representation of a Cascade by·· an Infinite Row of Vortices 

~ -- --... ----

-
Fig. A - 3 - Flow througb a Cascade at Zero Lift 
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APPENDIX C __ ~ __ "f"'I-~_ 

EFFECT OF CASCADE CHARACTERISTICS ON PERFORMANCE 

I:q, Fig. A,...2 an infinite cascade is represented by replaoing each 

vane by a vortex of strength r equal to tl1e circulation about that vane. 

The vector mean velocity V making the angle /3 with the cascade axis is' 

also defined in the figure. The infinite row of vortices produces at a great 

dil3tance from the oascade the velocities .! r/2s with direction parallel to 

the cascade axis. Fr'om the figure, these relationships exist: 

or cot /3 = cot /3 1 - r/2sV sin /3 

also cot () ;: cot /3 2 +" r/2sV sin /3 

and cot f3;: ~ (cot /32 + cot /3J) (;: tan Y) (A-14) 

The ciroulation developed by each vane in oascade depends on sic, 

.6, the vane shape, V, c, and f3. For each combination of sic, e, and Vane 

shape, there is some mean flow direction 130 forwhich r ;: 0 (Ot;: 0 =6.) 
(/31 ;: /32 . ~ (30 )' Since e defines the orientation of the chord of the profile, 

it-maybe seen from Fig. A-3 that 

Po = 8 - ao 

wheJ;'e aois the angl!9 of ,attack for zero lift of the profile in cascade 

measured from the velocity vector~Profile camber is the predominant factor 

governtng the value 0+ Cl6; other shape parameters, sic, and e are minor 

faotors. IP a physical cascade the guide vanes may not be' able to actmiliy 

operate at fj';: f30 without stalling, but/3 0 exists theoretioally. Now 

f3 ... p maybe oalled the incidence angle of the cascade; and for fixed s/c. o . , 
8, and vane shape, r is given by the functional form 

r = f ({3 .... {3 0' V, 0) (A-16) 
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By analogy' wi ththin airfoil th,eory, it is now assumed that Eq. 

(A~16) can be written 

r = I< V 0 sin (f3 - /3 ) o 
(A-17) 

Equation (A-i7) is valid as an approximation only as long as stalling does 

not ooour. The proportionality faotor 'I< will vary with s/o, 8, and vane 

shape~ (Experimentally, 'I( inoreases both 'With s/o and 'With 8.) 

Combiningl.!lqs ... ,(A:"'i7) and (A~13), there results 
~. " 

. or 
'2s/e oot /31 - 1(' oos (jo 

oot /3 = .... .. 
2s/0 - 1<6in f3 0 . 

Combinirigtiie last equation with Eq. (A-14) yields 

eot/32 = 2 eot /3 - oot /31 ... ( 
2 I< sin /3 ) 

1 +'. . 0 
, 28/0 - K sin /3 0 

2 I< OOS {j', 
oot f} _.. . .' 0 

,,.., 1 2s7 0- I< sin f3 0 

or 

where A and Bare oonstants for any given oasoade depending only on s/o, 

9, and the van~, shape. 

No' account has been taken here 'of boundary layer effects whioh must 

oause' A and Bto vary somewhat. 
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APPENDIX D -------- -
ESTIMATE OF INCREASED WALL FRICTION DOWNSTREAM OF THE GUIDE VANES 

Typioal velocity profiles upstream and immediately downstream of the 

guide vanes are shown in Figs. 37 and 38. The profiles far enough downstream 

resemble those upstream. whiie the original profile is being reestablished, 

however, there is greater, energy loss at the wall due to dissipation than 

would otherwise have been the case. In the laminar sublayer (not shown in 

Figs. 37 and 38), the important term in the energy di ssipa tion functi on is 

bu/by if u is taken as the magnitude of the vector velocity and y is the 

distanoe measured normally from the wall. The rate of dis,sipation per unit 

volume ~ in the laminar sublayer is then 

The bu/by may be taken as constant and equal to its value at the wall. 

Taking b as the normal distance between vane wakes and 8 as 

the thickness of the sublayer, assumed uniform normal to the vanes, the rate 

of energy dissipation per unit length is fL (bu/by)2 8 b. In the flow upstream 
-2 
of the vanes, this rate was fL ('bu/bY 11) 81 b where the subscripts "I" refer 

to the existing values measured upstream of the vanes. The discharge between 

each pair of vanes is V P. b where V is the average velocity and fl is the 

span of the vanes. Cons iaering both walls normal to the vane s, the head loss 

coefficient attributable to wall shear ~ T is 

(A-20) 

The distance x is measuwed in the downstream directi9n from an origin near 

the vanes and (x2 - xo) is the distance required downstream of the vanes to 

reestablish the upstream velocity profile at the wall. 

In Eq. (A-20), 8 is related to 'Ou/by thro'ugh the wall shear 

As an estimate [l~ 

:r • 
o 

(A-21) 

, Since 'Ou/by was taken constant in the sublayer, wall shear' is given by 



Also, ~u/by may be approximated by 

where· 

T _JL bU 
a - .~ 

OU 
~y = 

K(x) VI 

8 

(A-22) 

(A-23) 

and K1 = 11.6j;~:1IP1vi is the value of K at x = x2 and also up~t:ream?f 
the vanes. It is determinable by obtaining J T a lip from the' profiles up~ 

---s-t-rea-m-0-f-the-V'a-ne-s~a-s-:l.n-F-i-g.---:3+a---F-Gl'-Pll-);!PGSSS-Q-f-c-ompu-tati-on-K{~)--i.Si---,---------

assumed linear of the form 

K(x) = 1 -(1 - K ) 2S... I x2 
(A-24) 

but the exact a.ssumption is not too important. 

Combining Eqs. (A-20) through (A-24) and performing the 'indicated 

integration, there results 

.~ 

(A-26) 

where K = 1 2 (1 + K + K 2 - 3K3) 4' V 1· 1 ,1· 

and depends on the entrance, velocity profile only. The product s J. represents 

:the passage area between vanes. 

In the present experiments, Kl is of the order of 0.6 from Fig. 

37a and v1fo % 1.0,upstream of the van'es." Therefore, K~0.33. ,) ' .. ,. 
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~GU\de 

::3) ) ) ~o;~ ) ) ) ) 1 

Vertical Section 

Fig. 1- Guide Vane Installation in· High-Velocity Channel 
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o. Straight Duct, Section A-A 

i 1i 
m lD 

0 0 

" -8 
"0 a 1! 

b. Immediately Downstream of· Miter Elbow .. Section B-B 

Fig. 2 - T9tal Head Distribution in a Three-Dimensional Guide Vane Bend 



C. Downslreom of Bend, Seelion M-M 

B 

M M 

d. Vane Arrangement 

(21) 300 Vane Shape 
R"c' 1.5 x 105 
Red' 3.B x 105 

Walls 

Fig. 2 (Cont'd) - Total Head Distribution in a Three- Dimensional Guide Vane Bend 
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Fig. 5 - Relation Between Enfrance and Exit Angles, Deflection Angle, 
Velocity RatiO, and Required Reacfion in a Guide Vane Bend 
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~ 
I ~~------4.25·-------toI,1 I. 2.83" ,I 

... 1,------4.25"-------..j,1 

Trunnion Hole 

L2.02°~ 11+.---- 2.93" -----ol.l 

Fig. 6 - Guide Vane Profiles Used in the Experimental Work 
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a - Intake 

b - Test Section 

c- Blower· 

LEGEND 

d - Discharge Control Valve (Butterfly) 

e - InC/ined Manometer 

f - "V" Manometer used for Direction Readings 

9 - Blower Controls 

Fig. 7- The 6-in. by 9-in. Tunnel 
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Fig. 8-Prlnclpal Dimensions of the 6-in. by 9-in. Tunnel 
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Fig. 10 - Guide Vanes Installed in the 9-in. High Bend 
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a - Pitat Cylinder 

b - Pressure Take- offs 

c - Vertical Traversing Knob 

LEGEND 

d - Direction Knob 

e - Vertical Scale and Zero Direction Indicator 

f - Pr01ractor for Reading !'Iow Direction 

Note: The carriage is traversed horizontally by the slider shawn in Fig. 9b (2) 

Fig. 12 - Pi tot Cylinder and Traversing Carriage 
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/ /6\y// t:vane Trailing Edges---j 

2,25 ~24 
., 

t Chord 

t Chord 

Type I Vane 

Chord· 2,93 

! = 0,55 
-0 

-0 C 
e= 120· c ~ Q) 
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Ree= I, 5 x 105 - '0 

0 
Red= 3,7 x 105 Q) 

Q) -0 
-0 

V V 'iii 'iii 
" 

.... 
E /, :::> 

0 

I Chord 

Static Head 
:£----Approximate Dynamic Head 

~--
Fig,13- Dimensionless Static Head Distribution 0.5 Chord Downstream of Vane Trailing Edges 
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~oo 

I 

Re = 5.35 x 105 

~ ilt ~~ ~ It 

- - -

O. At the Station Corresponding to the Miter Line 

(26.5 in. from Bell Mouth) 

Dimens/onlMS Total Head ... Less than 0.3 

~ 0.3 to 0.7 
ITIDID 0.7 to 0.98 
---- 0.9 
[===:J Over 0.98 

b. At Section. M-M 

IJIl Llil 

~ , 

fig. 14- Total Head Distribution in the Wind Tunnel with Straight Test Section 
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O. Type I Vone Shope 

Dimensionless Tolal Head - Less Ihan 0.3 
~ 0.310 0.7 
nmrrrrn 0.7 to 0.98 
----- 0.9 
c:::::=J (M,O,98 

b. (21) 300 Vane Shape 

Chord 

I Chord 

Chord' 2.93 In. 

t· O.55 
e • 102' 

Rec • 1.5 x Icf 
Red • 3.7 X Icf 

.~ __ UUCl Walls 

Chord • 2.83 In. 
t· 0.57 
e ·105' 

Rec • 1.5 x lif 

Red • 3.8 x lif 

Fig. 15- Total Head and Secondary Flow Measured 0.5 Chord Behind a Guide Vane Bend 
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O. Type I Vane Shope 
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Dimensionless Tolal Head 
..... Less than 0.3 
~0.3 to 0.7 
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b. (21) 300 Vane Shope 
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Fig. 16 - Total Head and Secondary Flow Behind a Guide Vane Bend 
Measured Far Downstream 
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Fig. 17 - Variation of Total Head and Secondary Flow 
with Distance Behind a Guide Vane Bend 
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Dimensionless Total Head 
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~ 0.3 to 0.7 

II111111111 0.7 to 0.99 
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Fig. IS-Variation of Total Head and Secondary Flow with Distance Behind a Guide Vane Bend 
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Fig. 19- Variation of Total Head and Secondary Flow with Aspect Ratio 
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Fig. 20 - Variation of Total Head and Secondary Flow with Aspect~atio 
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Fig. 21- Variation of Total Head and Secondary Flow with Chord Length 
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\ Fig. 22 - Total Head Distribution and Secondary Flow as Influenced by Altered Entronce Conditions 
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Fig. 23 - Total Head Distribution and Secondary Flow os Influenced by Altered Entrance Profile 
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Fig. 24 - Total Head Distribution in the 6-in. by 6 -in. Tunnel 



O. Flow Direction on Suction Surfaces of Vanes (Type I Vanes) 

b. Flow Direction Near Duct Wall «21) 300 Vanes) 
Note two block threads about 1/4 in. from wall marking interior flow and 
water layer on wall marking boundary layer flow. Water was admitted 
from puddle on lop of wall through spaces surrounding hypodelmic needles 
holding threads. 

Fig. 25 - Air Flow Direction Between the Vanes 
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O. Air Flow on Suction Surface of. Vane (Type I Vane) 

Note. Dyed water was admitted through a piezomeler tap al..Q.. The water 
was carried by the air in Ihe boundary layer until separation ocaured 
01 .Q.. II Ihen dropped by gravity 10 .l<. where the secondary flow 
prevented separation, 

b. Water Flow on Suction Surface of Vanes and on Inside Bend Wall (Type I Vane) 

Note' The walls were cooled wilh aluminum powder in SAE 30 oil. 
Erosion after operation for 5 minutes wilh v,,,,,e fps is shown. 

Fig. 26 - Flow Direction as Indicated by Wall Coatings 
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Illinois, Attn: Prof. W. S. Hamilton. 

University of Notre Dame" College of Engineering" Notre Dame, In
diana, Attn: Dean K. E. Schoenherr. 

The Pennsylvania State College, School of Engineering, OrdnanceRe
search Laboratory, State College, Pennsylvania. 

University of Southern California, Department of Physics, Los Angeles, 
California, Attn: TIT. R. E. Vollrath. 

Stanford University, Department of Civil Engineering, Stanford, 
California, Attn: Prof. J. K. Vennard. 

University of Tennessee,Engineering Experiment Station, Knoxville, 
Tennessee, Attn: Dr. G. Ho Hickox. 

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute, Woods Hole, Massachusetts, Attn: 
Dr. Columbus Iselin. 

Worcester Polytechnic Institute, Ald,en Hydraulic Laboratory, Worces
ter, Massachusetts, Attn~ Prof. L. J. Hooper. 

1 Kimberly Clark Corporation, 'Research and Development Laboratiories, 
Neenah, Wisconsin, Attn: C. A. Lee. 

1 Library, California Institute of 'Technology, Pasadena;4, California. 
I 

1 Engineering SOCieties Library, 29 West 39th Street, New York, New 
York. 

1 John CrerarLibrary~ Chicago I, Illinois. 

1 Library, Massachusetts Institute of Technology ~ Cambridge 39, Massa
chusetts. 

1 Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, 99 Livingston Street, Brooklyn 
2, New York, At~n: Dr. L." Meyerhoff. 

1 Library, University of Texas, Austin, Texas. 

1 

1 

'Dean M.P. O'Brien, School of Engineering~ University of California, 
Berkeley 4, California. 

Prof. G~ Birkhoff, :Department of Mathematics, Harvard University, 
21 Vans erg Building, Cambridge 38~ Massachusetts. ' 

1 Dr 0 F. H. Clauser, Department of Aeronautics, The Johns' 'Hopkins 
University, Baltimore l8~ Maryland. 
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Organization 

Dr. J. W. Daily , Department of Civil and Sanitary Engineering, Mass
achusetts Institute of Technology» Cambridge 39, Massachusetts. 

Dr. K. S. M. Davidson,' Experimental Towing Tank)) stevens In.stitute 
of Technology, 711 Hudson StreetJ) Hoboken» New Jersey. 

P. Eisenberg, ~ydromechanics Department» David Taylor Model Basin, 
'Washington 7,D. Co 

DroRo To Knapp, Hydrodynamics Laboratories)1 California Institute 
of Technology, 1201 East California street)lPasadena 4, California 0 

, 

Dro F. A~ Maxfield, Bureau of Ordnance (Code Re6a), Department of 
the' Navy,Washington 25, D. c~ . 

Dr.J. Eo MCMillen, Naval Ordnance Laboratory» 'White Oak, Silver 
Spring 19» Maryland. 

Dr. A. Miller, Bureau of Ordnance (Code Re3d), Depal:'tment of the 
Navy, Washington 25, Do c. 

Dr. J. M. Robertson, Ordnance .Research Laboratory J) The Pennsylvania 
state College» state College» Pennsylval'..iao 

Dr 0 H. Rouse» Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research, state Uni versi ty 
of Iowa» Iowa City, Iowa. 

Dro J. H.Way1and,Department of Applied.Mecha.nics» California In
sti tute of TechnologYlI 1201 East California street, Pasadena 4, 
California. 

3 . Serials Divisionll ltibraryll University of Minnesota» Minneapolis 14, 
Minnesota. 

Reference: ONR Itr. ONR:438 tEH, NR=062=o65 o£ october 31, 1950, to Director, 
st. Anthony Falls Hydraulic tp,bora tory .. } 
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